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IIExecutive Summary
The goal of theory is to understand how the fundamental
laws of physics and chemistry give rise to the features of
the ui,iverse. Space se ance started as an almost purely
observational science, but after more than two decades it
reflects the normal interplay between observation and
theory. In addition to contributing in their normal scien-
tific role, theorists are involved in space science as
i	 strategists, advisors, criticb, experiment team members,
anu interdisciplinary scientists.
Initially, theory is a means for analyzing and inter-
preting the data acquired from flight missions or expe i-
ments. During this time, theory is also developinq in
parallel with observations, establishing the intellectual
framework that gives the facts meaning. A considerable
fraction of the effort of theorists is spent constructing,
refining, testing, and expanding tLis framework. If the
framework is not in place and adequately refined when the
Cfield reaches the stage of detailed study, the previously
rapid observational progress grinds to a halt. The f'_eld
can be left inchoate, without direction -- or with many
conflicting directions -- unable to make good on the
previous investment of dollars and minds.
This stage had been reached in solar-terrestrial
physics, and creative steps were recently taken to reverse
the situation. It is too early to assess the results with
certainty, but the new theory program in this field appears
to be proceeding well. We find !rat similar steps, suit-
ably adapted, would br of great benefit to astrophysics and
planetary science. Both areas suffer f.r-m a lack of new
talent, but for somewhat different reancns. A theory pro-
qram with some assurance of stability is desirable in both
areas. Participation by theorie'_s in the advisory struc-
ture and in flight projects, while strong in some areas is
1
ssuch wakvr in others, and theoretical participation is
uften the first to be eliminbt&d when budgets are tight-
ened. In vier of the breadth of knowledge and experience
that theorists can bring, the situation can be improved
considerably.
We cosmsend the National Aescnautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) for establishing supporL for an indepen-
dent theoretical research program in solar-sysieQ plasma
physics. The key characteristics of this program are its
stable, lor,g-terc support for theorists in university
departments, NASA ceniers, and other crgani:ations engaged
in research in topics relevant to present and future space-
derived data.
PRINCIPAL RE'-DF/1BNUAT:ONS
We recommend that NASA establish independent theoret-
ical research programs in planetary sciences and astro-
physics, with objectives similar to '.hose of the solar-
syeten plasma-physics theory program.
We recommend that NASA take a long-range view of the
research resulting from these progt,ims and judge it on the
quality of its contributions to new understanding of
problems in these areas.
We recommend that NASA keep these programs under review
to assure continuing opportunities for the inf^'.or of new
ideas and investigators.
We recommmend that NASA's support for theory include
provision fur the associatee computing needs of the
theorists in these programs.
We recommend that NASA involve knowledgeable theorists
in mission-planning activities at all levels, trom the
formulation of long-term scientific strategies through the
planning and operation of specific missions.
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Introduction
OBSERVATION AND THEORY IN SCIENCE
{	 Scientifi.: programs are carried out for a varievy of
}	 reasons. Curiosity is a principal motive when a particular
field of scientific enquiry is first opened, often Then riew
technological developments vnako innovative measurements
possible. At first, the phenomena aro. discovered and sur-
veyed for their extent and variation. As partial under-
standing aevelops, que a tions arise tnat require specific
rew measurements, thus ?roviaing a new kind of motivation
and guidance to the observer. In acme cases, a theoretical
prediction of speculation may provide Lie original motiva-
tion for an otser-itional program. Hc>.ever, it is diffi-
cult to justify a continuing program of observations in the
absence of new understa :_: iiig derived from the observations.
In the absence of a prior tf. ,@^oretical prediction, a
discovery and the subsequent data gathering frequently lead
to unconatraine6 speculation about tlrt nature of the phe-
nomenon. Unless the underlying physical processes can soon
be identified, an extensive collection of raw data may be
developed. These data will be scrutinized to an attempt to
detect relationships, which may provide a basic for emp+r-
ical ex-rapclations ha%ing somt predictive power. often
some physical characteristics of the environment can x
deduced. This activity is callcc phenomenological inter-
pretation. It often provides a basis for w later fundamen-
tal understanding of the phenomenon. Some-4mes a phercm-
enological interpretation is mistakenly ca.led a theory,
but this confuses naming a phermenon with understanding
it. Nevertheless, phenomenological interpretation is often
an essential stop in the approach to understanding.
When a pher.cimenon is well enough characterized, ma,iy
attempts will be male t-) exp:_ , n it using physical
4processes that are reasonably well understood. Sometimes
these attempts will be successful, isad the resul._ing inter-
pr±tacions will withstand the test of further me++su:ements.
Sometimes more than or..e t.reory wail be produced, so that
further observations are regt.lred to distinguish between
the theories on the basis of their diffe:ing predictions.
On rare occasions no theories will wita6trnd tht test of
further observatiin or the scrutiny of othe tneorists --
a fundamentally new law of physics or c:iem.stry may be
required.
Often attempts co formulate a theory will lead to in-
conclusive results. The approach appears promiaing, but
some of the physicil or chemical parameters in the theory
are not weli enough known to allow a comparison between
:he theory and the observations. One approach is to use
"ad;ustable" parameters in the theory to fit the observa-
tions. Such theories serve a useful purpose, but danger
lies in the tendency to forget the basis of st , ch a theory
and to push its predictions well beyond their tested limits
of validity, generating false confidence that understanding
has been fully achieved.
Laboratory measurements are vitall y important: to the
achievement of understanding a phenomenon. Sometimes the
required environment is too extreme t3 be re producible in
the laboratory, but it may be ponsibie to , tculate the
needed parr-n4?ter if the underlying pnysical and chemical
theory is sufficiently solidly based.
Miost of the phenomena studied in the apace sciences
occur in compitcated environments. The test of whether
the underlying processes are properly understo-d ofen re-
quires a .numerical madei to be constructed using the basic
laws of nature. We say that we understand a phenomenon to
the degree that such num:rical models agree with ooserva-
tion. such comparisons must be carefully carried cut,
since approximations are usually needed in the numerical
simulation. NLrcerical simulation is becoming an indispens-
abin tool to the theorist in space sciences, and the pro-
vision of access to powerful computers for such exercises
is esseh:ial to the progress toward understanding.
The ultimate goal of much of science is to provide a
complete chain of reasoning extending from the basic laws
_f nature to the quantitative prediction of the behavior
of the environment. When a field of science is that com-
pletely understood it becomes a tool for the engineer
rather than a subject for furthez investigations. No pare
r
5of the space sciences, with the tt: •, ial exception of the
simplest aspects of celestial mechanics, approaches tzis
ideal of understanding. In this report we discuss the
p.ogre--s that has been made toward theoretical under-
standing in several of the fields of space science.
STRATEGIES OF StSTEMATIC DISCOVERY
The development of new technologies allowed scientific in-
vestigations in space science to be carried in man; fields
for which there was little prior knowledg _. In the early
phases of space research, a variety o'_ direct ano remote-
sensing instruments was flown, and the principal objective
was to find what phenomena could be detected and charac-
terized. Later mire systematic planning of measurements
and selecting spacecraft Dayloads became necessary.
The Spa:._ Science doard's (SSB) Committee on Planetary
and Lunar Exploration (COMPLEX) characterized planetary
ex plorat_	 as consisting of three stages: reconnaissance,
exploration, and intensive study (Space Science Board.
1976). The SSB's Committee on Space Astronomy and Astro-
physics recognized a similar exploration sequence as dis-
covery, survey, and detailed study (Space Science Boare,
1979). In each case a greater variety of data can be
obtained from space observations than was available before.
It has been suggested that preconceived ideas should be
g_ven little weignt in the early stages of exploration.
These early exploratory steps are supposed to lead to a
preliminary understanding of some of the broadest aspects
of the phenomena, with the expectation that more questions
will be raised than answered.
This commonly acc°pted view of the exploration process
oversimplifies the complex scientific interactions that are
discussed above. Sometimes we think we know a lot about an
object before it is stud i ed front space, and these precon-
ceptions play a major role in establishing priorities for
scientific investigations. Occasionally a large body of
theory exists, as in general rely-ivity, and the principal
objective of the space mis.^iion will be to test predictions.
In any case, by ti:e time we reach a stage of detailed
study, further measurements will be sterile if they do not
lead to increased theoretical understanding that is fed
back into the planning process. As we shall see later in
this report, a significant number of subfields in space
6acience have reached the stage where further progress re-
quires a closely coupled interaction between measurements
and increased theoretical understanding.
THE INTERACTION B1 _WEEN THEORY AND OBSERVATION
In this report, we emphasize the need for a vigorous theory
F , ogram in all NASA disciplines, one that incorporates not
j •ist elements tied to (and contributing to, specific flight
missions but also a significant independent program, pro-
ceedinq in parallel to the aggregate flight-mission
pr og r ai..
Theory will sometimes precede observations, developing
-- sometimes in considerable detail -- concept: that are
not yet directly accessible to observation.. When Nell-
developed corcepts nave spurred new observational programs,
as frequently has happer+Pd, the resulting track record has
be-n remarkatly good. Even the most arcane of theoretical
concepts seem to he mirrored in nature. The concept of
the black hole is an almost inevitable consequence of the
requirements imposed by a theory of gravitation. The
development of the theory of evolution of massive stars
led inevitably to an attempt to understand the physics of
gravitational collapse and the black-hole phenomenon. The
developmentof these theories long preceded the discovery of
the first candidate stellar black-hole objects.
Indeed, the case of aassive black holes furnishes an
example of a &ore complicated interaction between theory
and obse ration: many theorists and observers suspect tnat
black holes of order 10 8 solar masses are the energy
sources that power quasars. Theory gives arguments why
this might be so, and the basic parameters are approxi-
mately in accord with observation. The observations have
stimulated important advances in the fundamental theory of
black holes. We do not yet know whether the final test of
the hypothesis will come by way of striking ne,+ obser va-
tions whose interpretation may rigorously require a central
black hole or by way of new theoretical analy,es that may
show that data already g athered can be interpreted more
uniquely than they are at present. Both theory and obser-
vation are now pressing vigorously forward.
When tneory lags behind observation, it can be for
ei*,-her of two reason;. First, it may be that theorists
have not adequateiy interpreted the data or developed the
7phenomenological er numerical models that make such inter-
pretation possible. Such a situation is often character-
istic of an underprioritized or underfunded program for
theory that is directl y tied to various fli ght missions.
Second, it ma: be that the framework of fundamental
theory has not yet reached the point of being able to
exploit the data. Indeed, the true importance of the data
may not yet vien be recognized. In this case, the dis-
covery itself lies latent, until it can be unlocked b y new
and more powerful points of view. Theoretical develop-
ments, proceeding independently of any particular flight
mission, can enhance the meaning of _xisting observations
and can greatly increase the scientific returns on past
missions or on future missions that are already frozen in
design. This return is dependent on the size of the theo-
retical effort.
The aisciplinary chapters of this report, which follow,
are based an several earlier reports of the Space Scie:.ze
Boara and the report of the Astronomy Survey Committee.
Full citations for these reports are given in the
References.
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Status of Theory in Solar-System Plasma Physics
THE SCOPE OF SOLAR-SYSTEM PLASMA PHYSICS
The sciences we now variously call solar-terrestrial
physics, space physics, and solar-system plasma physics
began their development early in the history of Western
thought. The ancient Greeks were puzzled by the 'fire' in
the upper atmosphere that we have named the aurora polaris.
Galileo discovered sunspots in 1612, and in the succeeding
centuries it was established that the number and size of
sunspots increased and decreased with an approximately 11-
year period. Moreover, there proved to be correlations
between the sunspot activity, the intensity and location
of the aurora, a;id fluctuations in the Earth's magnetic
field. Until re:ently, neither experimental nor theore-
tical understanding was sufficient to provide any reason
based in physics for the mysterious relationship between
activity at the surface of the Sun and auroral and magnetic
activity at Earth.
Twenty years of space research have clarified this
relationship. Above the Earth's neutral atmosphere, the
one we breathe, is another, made of electrically conducting
ionized gas -- a plasma. Since the Earth's magnetic field
controls the structure of this atmosphere, we call it the
magnetosphere. Above the Sun's neutral atmosnhera is
another plasma atmospnere, the solar corona. The transport
of energy from the solar surface to the corona ge,ierates a
magnetized wind that blows throughout interplanetary space.
The solar wind's interaction with Earth causes atronj,
highly variable motions within the magnetosphere and `ills
it with solar-wind plasma. Recently, we have begun to
understand how the sol_: wind is relates to the structure
of the magnetic fields in the corona and to the processes
generating these fields in the solar interior. Moreover,
9
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we h.,.ve realized that solar-wind-generated magnetoapheric
activity drives strong winds in ^_he Earth's upper atrjos-
phere. Thus, whereas once we knew only that auroras in-
tensify when there are sunspots, we now perceive a chain
of interaction that links events at the Sun's su-face to
the solar wind and, h,.•nce, to the magnetosphere and atmos-
phere, only one of whose consequences is the aurora. This
interaction chain may extend deeper into the atmosphere.
Whereas lJ years ago it was generally believed that signi-
ficant effects of solar variability penetrate only as far
as the upper atmosphere, acme scientists now suggest that
they also reach the lower atmosphere and so affect weather
and climate in ways not yet unders u+od.
The discovery of the Earth ' s radiation (Van Ailen)
belts in 1958, and of the sol u wind in 1960, made it clear
that the exploration and future understanding o' the Sun's
and Earth's space environment would be couched in part in
terms of plasma physics -- a discipline of classical
physics that had lain relatively dormant until called
forth by human n;ed and curiosity. Si,sce the 1960s nlaenka
physics has developed in two separate but parallel
directions. Controlled thermonuclear fusion research
seeks a source of clean energy that can last for a time
comparable with the present age of the Earth; the main
obstacle to achieving controlled fusion lies in our
imperfect understanding not of nuclear physics but of
plasma physics. Solar-system space . esearch seeks useful
comprehension of nature's processes on a global, indeed a
solar-system, scalp , in recognition of man's intimate and
U	 sensitive dependence on his environment. It is both
symbolically and substantially
significant that the same discipline -- plasma physics --
defines a basic language used in both fus_3n and space
research.
Plasma physics is the study of partially or fully
ionized electrically conducting gases. It is one of the
more advr .nced disciplines of classical physics, drawing
its methc ;ology from such diverse fields as statistical
mechanics, classical electricity and magnetism, hydrody-
namics, and atomic physics. The broad discipline of plasma
physics may be further subriivided Into three main areas:
laboratory plasma physics, plasma astro physics, and solar
system plasma physics. Solar-system plasma physics is the
study of plasma phenomena throughout the solar system,
extending from the solar photosphere to the outer boundary
of the heliosphere (the cavity formed in the interstellar
11
medium cv the solar wind). The solar wind interacts sig-
nificantly with each of the planets in the solar system.
When a planet has a sufficiently strong intrinsic magnetic
field, this interaction forms a magnetosphere. Either the
solar-wind-created magnetosphere or the solar wind itself
interacts with the ionospheres and upper atmoepheres of
each of the planets. Th•^ solar wind also interacts with
comets, asteroids, and cosmic rays. All of these phe-
nomena, together with those occurring on the Sun and in
the solar corona, such as solar flares and prominences,
are part of solar-system plasma physics.
Because solar-system plasma physics takes place in the
natural environment rather than in the laboratory, purely
plasma-physical phenomena cannot always be neatly isolated.
For this reason, solar-system plasma physics has signifi-
cant areas of overlap with other scientific disciplines,
such as plasma and high-energy astrophysics and many
branches of geophysics. Nowhere is this clearer than with
the chain of solar-terrestrial interactions described
above. Here upper-atmospheric physics, which has its
intellectual roots in claesiLa: radiative-transfer physics,
atomic physics, chemistry, and gas dynamics, must be joined
with plasma physics to understand the interaction between
the magnetosphere, ionosphere, and upper atmosphere. To
investigate possible extensions of this interaction chain
deeper into the atmosphere, this intellectual network will
nave to include meteorology and climatology.
aSpace observations are bringing to a close a long pre-
liminary phase of phenomenological research in solar-
terrestrial physics. The traditional subdisciplines that
make up solar-terrestrial physics -- solar, heliospheric,
magnetospheric, ionospheric, ana atmospheric physics --
evolved from distinct origins along paths that are con-
verging in the space era. As each moved peyond primitive
phenomenology, it demanded increasingly quantitative mea-
surements and theories. Each required close integration
of different measurements to assemble complete diagnostic
information about events observed by individual space^::ra`t.
Each has now developed sophisticated ways to convert Oat,
into knowledge at this first level of integration. Probing
deeper, each subdiscipline perceived its problems and
regions of space to be linked to others. Multipoint data 	 I
integration is an immature art whose importance grows
daily. A third level of integration is neeaed for quanti-
tative studies of solar activity and its effect, because
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the different subdisciplines have to work together. A
fourth level is required to deduce, from long time series
of individual events, the effects on Earth of the solar
cycle and its variability. In spite of the magnitude of
the task, the time is coming when relatively complete
phenomenological information about the solar-terrestrial
interaction chain will be available.
Solar-system plasma physics is becoming a quantitative
science. E..:h of its subdisciplines can boast of rreas
where space
	
asurements are understood quantitatively.
The dynamics and structure of the Earth's radiation belts
have been explained quantitatively, as has the propagation
of large-scale solar-wind disturbances. The upper-
atmospheric winds that are generated by magnetospheric
activity have been modeled quantitatively. withal, the
level of theoretical understanding is uneven within each
arcs and is + ;sufficient for quantitative understanding of
the complex solar-terrestrial interaction chain. Despite
this fact, !:ic :ncreasingly quantitative nature of space
research is now yi-lding useful understanding of solar-
terrestrixl affect; on technological systems in space and
on Earth. One ex.mple is understanding the effects of
ionospheric variability on radio communication. Another
is understanding the disruptions of r.ectric power grids
and pipeline monitoring systems and the spacecraft com-
ponent f, +1_ures that take place during magnetic storms.
The increasingly quantitative nature cf our unders.:anding
also means that solar-system space physics now makes impor-
tant contributions to other disciplines, in areas such as
magnetic-field-line reconnection in plasmas, which is
thought responsible for explosive energy releases in solar
flares, magnetospheric substorms, and fusion devices.
As our studies move out of the phenomenological phase
into one of detailed quantitative investigations, and hence
to the large-scale integration of knowledge required to
understand the solar-terrestrial interaction chain, it is
clear to us that the role of theory can only grow in impor-
tance. it has already begun to do sc. Therefore, it is
timely to review its current status and future prospects.
BASIC SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS IN SOLAR-SYSTEM PLASMA PHYSICS
Two recent publications of the Space Science Board have
discussed some, of the key scientific problems at the fore-
13
front of solar-system plasma-physics research. Our dis-
cussion will therefore be brief and focus on the role of
theory .a advancing our understanding of them.
The Committee on Solar and Space Physics (Space  Science
Board, 1980) Identified the following problems as amenable
to fruitful attack in the 19801s:
To understand better all the processes linking the .olar
interior to the corona, we need to study the foll_• • ng-
o	 The Sun's global circulation, how it reflect: in-
terior dynamics, could modify luminosity, and is related
to the solar cycle;
o	 The interactions of solar plasma with strong mag-
netic fields -- active regions, sunspots, and fine-scale
maynetic knots -•- and now they cause the release of solar-
flare energy to heliosphere;
o	 The solar corona's energy sources and the physics
of its urge-scale weak magnetic field.
Physics of the Heliospnere
To understand better the transport of energy, momentum,
ncrgetic particles, plasma, and magnetic field through
ir_erplanetary space we need to study the following:
o	 First and foremost, the coronal processes that
govern the generation, structure, and variability of the
solar yid;
o	 The three-dimensional properties of the solar win
and heliosphere;
o	 The plasma processes that regulate solar-wind
transport and accelerate energetic particles throughout th
heliosphere.
Magnetospheric Physics
To understand better the ,'A me-dependent interaction be-
tween the solar wind and Earth we need to study the
following:
o	 The transport of energy, momentum, plasma, end
magnetic and electric fields across the magnetopause;
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o	 The storage and release of energy in the Earth's
magnetic tail;
o	 The origin and fate of the plrcma(s) within the
magnetosphere;
o	 How the Earth's magnetosphere, ionosphere, +end
atmosphere interact.
Upper-Atmospheric Physics
Tc understand getter the entire upper atmosphere as one
dynamic, radiating, and chemically active fluid, we should
study the following:
o	 The radiant energy balance, chemistry, and
dynamics of the mesospiere and stratosphere and their
interactions with atmospheric layers above and below;
o	 The worldwide effects or •be magnetosphere's
interaction with the polar thermosphere and mesosphere and
the role nf electric fields in the Earth's atmosphere and
space environment;
o	 The effects of variable photon and energetic par-
ticle fluxes on the thermosphere and on chemically active
minor constituents of the mesosphere and stratosphere.
Solar-Terrestrial Physics
To understand better the effects of the solar cycle, solar
activity , and solar-wind disturbances on Earth, we need to
o	 Provide to the extent possible simultaneous mea-
surements on many links in the chain of interactions
linking sole: perturbations to their terrestrial response;
o	 Create and test increasingly comprehen:.ve quanti-
tative models of these processzs.
To clarif y the possible solar-terrestrial influence on
Earth's weather and climate, we need to
o	 Determine if variations in solar luminosity and
spectral irradiance sufficient to molify weather and
c)imat^ exist;
o	 Ascertain whether any processes involving solar
and magnetoapheric variability can cause measurable changes
in the Earth's lower atmosphere;
n	 Strengthen correlation scudtes of solar-
terrestrial, climatological, and meteorological data.
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The Study Committee on Space Plasma Physics (Space
Science Board, 1978x) (the 'Colgate" report) found that
further comprehension of the problems identified above
requires understanding certain abstract problems of plasma
physics- (1) magnetic-field reconnection, (2) the inter-
action of turbulence with magnet— fielder, (3) the oehavior
of large-scale flows of plasma and their interaction with
each other and with magnetic and gravitational fie'.ds, (4)
acceleration of energetic particles, (5) particle confine-
ment and transport, and (6) collisionless shocks. These
abstract problems are important in all branches of plasma
physics.
Progress on nearly all of the research objectives
listed above will require coordinated programs of theory
and observation. To illustrate this point, we cite the
fact that the Committee on Solar a ,,d Space Physics (Space
Science Board, 1980) found tnat 'zomprehensive quantitative
models are one ultimate goal of magnetospheric research and
an essential step toward practical use of our knowledge';
they then constructed detailed lists of the models needed
in each sutdiscipline. Thus, the interpretation of data
acquired in space will increasingly require quantitative
co.mprehensive models. At the same time, the design of
future experiments in solar-system space physics will nerd
to take theoretical issues increasingly into account.
REIATION OF SOIAP.-SYSTEM SPACE PHYSICS TO OTHER SCIENTIFIC
DISCIPLINES
In this section, we describe the flow of knowledge and
technique between solar-system space physics and other
scientific disciplines. Only in this way crn the role of
theory be completely evaluated.
Space and laboratory experiments are complementary.
They explore :afferent ranges of dimensionless physical
parameters. Space-plasma configurations usually contain a
much larger number of gyroradii. In the laboratory,
special plasma configurations are set un intentionally,
whereab space plasmas assume spontaneol.s forms that are
recognized only as a result of .nany single-point measure-
ments. Space plasmas are free of boundary effects; labora-
tory plasmas are not and often suffer severely from sur-
face contamination. Because of the differences in scale,
probing a laboratory plasma disturbs it; diagnosing a space
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plasma usually does not. The pursuit of static equilibria
is central to high-temperatire laboratory plasma physics,
whereas Apace plasma physics is concerned with large-scale
time-dependent flows.
Certain problems are best studied in space: large-
scale turbulent hydromagnetic flows and acceleration and
transport of relativistic ions are examnles. Certair. prob-
less could be more conveniently addressed in the labora-
tory, e.g., parametric studies of the effects ei geometry
and plasma properties on reconnection. Theoi:y should m.Nke
the results of either laboratory or space experiments
available for the benefit of the whole field of plasma
physie^e•
Twenty years of space research have taught us that the
physical processes, that we study of the Sun, in the solar
wino, and o.` the Earth, occur throughout the solar system.
We now study the inti&ractions betweer the planets (and
comets) and tre solar wind in mutually reinforcing ways.
Our experience with the Ea r th's magnetosphere was essential
first to discuss the recent Pioneer and Voyager studies of
Jupiter's magnetosphere and then to understand their re-
sults. It is important to note tha_ much cf the solar-
terrestrial community also works actively in planetary
research, so that advances in one area are rapidly commun-
icated and applied *o the other.
Because the planets and their satellites have different
masses, rotation periods, surface properties, and atmos-
pheric chemistry, dynamics, and transports, comparative
atmospheric studiec can help us to understand atmospheric
processes in general and possibly to identify terrestrial
processes that migh t_ otherwise be missed. Comprehensive
studies of the interaction of the solar wind with planets
and comets hi ghlight the phveics pertinent to each and put
solar -terrestrial interactions in a broad scientific con-
text. The solar system nas a variety of maynetospheres
sufficient to make their comparative study fruitful. The
comparative study ,f planetary magnetospheres may well be
extended to astr.,physical magnetospheres in the future; it
is r.ow a general objective of solar -system space physics.
Toe physical processes that we study in the solar sys-
tem occur throughout the astrophysical universe. For ex-
ample, understanding now the Sun anc, planets generate their
magnetic fields may help to explain why magnetic fields
are so prevalent throughout the universe. Stara like the
Sun that have convective outer layers are inferred to have
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hydromagnetically driven stellar winds; more mascive stars
have winds driven by radiation pressure. Plasma winds may
also be generated in globular clusters and galactic halos;
relativistic winds have been proposed for pvlsars and
active galactic nuclei. Thus, the term `magnetosphere' is
used not only for the Earth and planets 5ut also for the
environments of x-ray sources, pulsars, and active galactic
nuclei.
The solar system offers an excellent laboratory in
which large-scale processes involving flowin g plasmas and
magnetic fields pertinent to astrophysics can be studied in
situ. Moreover, many microscopic processes that are impor-
tant to astropnysics, such as those accelerating charged
particles to hi]h energy, will probably remain forever un-
observable by remote techniques. However, the analogous
processes occurring in solar-system plasmas can be studied
in situ.
There are striking phenomenological similarities be-
tween Jupiter's magnecosphere and those of pulsars. These
similarities lie both in the macroscopic description of the
magnetosphere anJ in the very detailed analogies between
the periodic pulsed radio emissions from Jupiter and from
pulsars. That ::aid, the differences in the physical param-
eters pertinent Ln Jupiter and pulsars mean that the day-
by-day problems faced by researchers studying Jupiter and
those studying pulsars are quite different in detail, so
much so that it is difficult for people in one field to
comprehend quickly results in the other, much less to make
immediate practical use of them. DA.,,etbeless, tt,e fac,
that Jupiter and pulsars present similar problems of
physics is an example that may give us confidence that
there exists a weeper level at whicn the physics of plan-
etary and astrophysical magnetospheres is 'undamentally
unified.
The unifying thread '_inking both subjects is tffe common
set of problems of true intellectual significance in the
areas of magnetohydreA ynamicd and plasma physics. we have
identified some of th3ae. Foi example, the problem of
plasma flows, relativistic or nonrelitivistc, expanding
from the complex magnetic fields of a condensed central
body is common to solar- and stellar-wird physics, Jo";ian
magr _ospheric physics, pulsar physics, and the physics of
extragalactic radio sources. Turbulent transport across
magnetic fields is a problem common to every plasma,
whether in tae laboratory, in the solar system, or in
Is
`	 astrophysics. We deal especially with those turbulent
transport processes that change the magnetic configurations
in which they occur. Magnetic- field-line reconnection is
essential to understanding energetic-particle acceleration
and the range of allowable magnetohydrodynamic configura-
tions possibla for every space and astrophysical magnetos-
phere. field-aligned currents that link the exterior
mrgnetosphere to its central body are common to all mag•-
np tospheres. The field-aligned current regions in plan-
etary and pulsar magnetospheres give rise to a strikingly
similar set of physical questions relating to the accelera-
tion of energetic particles and the production of intense,
coherent, highly structured radio bursts.
How then are we to proceed? We must start by recog-
nising the flow of information between our subjects. We
start with fundamental information that comes to us from
laboratory physics -- plasma physics, atcmic physics,
nuclear physics, and quantum electrodynamics. In the case
of plasma physics, laboratory experimentation gives impor-
Lant assurances that certain basic processes, such as those
involved with strong plasma turbulence, do in fact occur.
Yet laboratory experiments cannot produce the range of
parameters pertinent to solar-system plasma physics or
plasma astrophysics. The in situ measurem.ants of solar-
system plasmas are the only ones *hat we can make on
plasmas of astrophysical scale. Their completeness and
accuracy mnke it possible to achieve detailed physical
understc.ndina of our general problems as they are mani-
fested in the solar-system context. Just as laboratory
phy sics j,,rovides ground Lr uth for solar-system plasma
phy; es, ro solar-system plasma physics provides a kind of
ground troth fur astrophysical plasma physics. Astro-
physics in turn provides a multiplicity of situations
unusual to space physics sufficient to chLllenge the
as—mptions and habi ► s of thought of those working in
so--,r-system plasmas.
RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THEORY IN SOLAR-SYSTEM PLASMA
PHYSICS
The Panel on Solar System Magnetohydrodynamics, as part of
the Colgate report (Space Science Boars'., 1978a), evaluated
the 1978 status of the plasma component of solar-
terrestrial theory as follows:
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The current level of theoretical effort is
inadequate throughout solar-system plasma physics.
The degree of inadequacy varies from aubject to
subject, out inadequacy exists across the board.
Its level of theoretical effort is inadequate
relative to other neighboring branches of physics,
I	 relative to the sophisticated data curren •.ly being
collected, and is insufficient for its scientific
planning, 3s well as increasing its interaction
with other scientific discipli.ieb. Several unre-
solved theoretical problems impede its scientific
progress as effectively as experimental short-
comings. Its present theoretical community is
probatly i..-sufficient to cope with foreseeable
future Jemanda placed on it.
In response to e'raluations such as these, the Study
Panel on Space Plasma Physics (&pace Sci^nce Board, 1978a)
made, as its principal recommendation:
The theoreticai component cf the space-
plisma-physics effort needs to be strengthened by
increased suppart and, most particularly, by en-
couraging theory to play a central role in the
planned development :,f the field.
The Colgate report did not address the role of theoret-
ical atmospn-riz physics. In 1980- the Committee cn Soler
4	 and Space Physics made the following evaluation (Space Sci-
ence Board, 1980) :
The situation in theoretical upper-atmos-
pheric physics is a happier one. For example, the
need for comprehensive modeling was attended to
earlier than in space-plasma physics. Nonethe-
less, while Lnooretical upper-atmospheric physics
is adequate for its present ta3ks, its hi ghly sig-
nificant future opportunities . . . justify a
strengthened theoretical effort.
T1fF. SOUR-TERPESTRIAL THFURY PROGRAM
Responding to the Colgate report, NASA's Solar Terrestrial
Division include in its 1980 budget a line item of $2.5
i
I
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miliion to be used to support research in solar-terrestrial
theory. At about the same time NASA formed a committee,
consisting predominantly of theorists in solar-terrestrial
physics and headed by Robert L. Carovillano
	 Boston
College, to recommend ways of implementing the solar-
terrestrial theory program (STTP).
On July 6, 1980, A Space Science Notice (SSN) was dis-
tributed to the community, announcing the establishment of
the STTP and inviting proposals for participation. In the
SSN both scientific and programmatic goals were promul-
gated. The scientific goal of the STTP is to support sub-
stantial theoretical efforts in broad areas r)f solar-
ter:e__rial research with emphasis on plasma physics.
Programmatically the STTP promotes the establishment and
growth -)f stable groups of theorists, consistent with the
belief that such developments are conducive to the health
and growth of the area as well as to its scientific pro-
ductivity. These goals are consistent with committee
recommendations to NASA.
In response to the SSN, 51 proposals were received by
NASA from over 200 principal and co-investigators from the
university, gcv^----ent, and industrial communities. The
proposals were rt..cwed by a peer review panel, appointea
by NASA's Associate Administrator for Space Science and
organized as an ad hoc subcommittee of the Space Science
Steering Committee. This panel evaluated the proposes
research aiid programs using criteria developed from the
goals of the STTP as stated in the SSN.
On the basis of peer evaluations, consi.deration of
balance among the subdisciplines of solar-terrestrial.
phvsics, and funding c_,rstraints, 13 proposals were
zelected by NASA to constitute tee STTP in its initial
phase. 2lie successful proposers represent 10 universities,
3 governruent or national centers, and 1 nonprofit corporate
laboratory. (One proposal was submitted jointly by 2 univ-
ersities.) The scientific problems oeing treated cover a
broad range of those in solar-terrestrial physics and
specifically include theoretical studies of (proceeaing
from Sun to Earth)
o	 Processes important to solar structure and acti-
vity, including opacity modi`ications in the interior by
plasma oscillations, structure and stability of force-free
magnetic f?elds, and magnetic reconnection;
o	 hydrodynamic flows in the convection zone of the
Sun;
A
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o	 Emergence of magnetic finds from the solar in-
terior and their turbulent interactions with surface flaws;
o	 Heating of coronal loops by
 wave, current, and
ouoyancy processes ano the EUV radiation spectra of
resulting ions;
o	 Particle and wave interactions in sclar flares
and the production of hard x rays and microwaves;
o	 Evolution of the structure cif Types II and III
solar radio bursts and radic emissions from Jupiter
resulting from nonlinear plasma wave interactions:
o Dynamics of the solar wind, including its initial
acceleration, heating of minor ions, regulation of its heat
floc and temperature anisotropy, and its terminal interac-
tion at the heliopause;
o	 Acceleration of energetic particles oy shock
waves, co-rotating streams,. and planetary magnetospheres;
the resulting ionic listributions ana radiation signatures;
and the subsequent cor._:neiaent and prop+igation of such
particles;
c	 Microstructures of quasi-perpendicular and quasi-
parallel collisionless shocks, their relationships to the
gross structure of the Earth's Dow shock, and the genera-
tion of waves and accelerated particles away from the
Z!^ock;
o	 Nonlinear plasma tearing mode and its role in the
dynamics of the Earth's magnetotail;
o	 G:Wbal magnetohydrodynamic structure of the
Earth's magnetosphere;
o	 Plasma and energy transport into the magnetosphere
driven by turoulence associated with density gradients at
Me magnetopause;
o	 Nonlinear evolution of kinetic plasma instabil-
ities in the Earth's magnetosphere, including electron and
ion cyclotron waves and their concommitant plasma heatitig
and transport;
o	 Processes that might produce Earth's electromag-
netic continuum radiation;
o Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of a layer of finite
thickness and its tear.nq on magnetopause and plasmapausc
structure;
o	 Kinetic Alfven waves propagating from the mag-
netosphere to the ionosphere;
Q	 Interhemispheric transport of plasma and its
effect on the conjugate ionospheres;
o	 Structure of electric uouble layers and their
relationship to auror3l arcs;
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•	 Stability of Earth's polar wirvt;
•	 Electromagnetic coupling of the magnetosphere-
ionosphere-upper atmosphere system at high latitudes;
7	 Low-beta convection in the Earth's ionosphere.
By desiin the STTP has a strong plasma-physics flavor,
although there are also substantial activities in the areas
of hydrodynamics, atomic physics, and cosmic-ray physics.
Several of the investigators have e::perience in plasma
physics acquired in the controlled fusion and other labora-
tory plasmA programs and have come into space physics
through the STTP. While they are not the majority of re-
searchers in the program, they bring to the STTP knowledge
of the wealth of theoretical plasma physics that has devel-
oped over more than 25 years ai laborator; plasma-physics
research. These researchers also bring cumputer models
that in many instances can be adapted readily to solar-
terrestrial oroblems. Modeling is thus an integral element
of STIP, although it is balanced by a substantial effort in
analytical theory.
The sizes of individual groups range from 4 to 11. A
given group may be working on several (related) problems
concurrently. At present approximately 100 persons, repre-
senting approximately 45 man-years of effort, are being
supported by the STTP.
To enhance continuity of research, funding is provided
through continuing grants, i.e,, full proposal submission
and review oc urs only at 3-year intervals. In intervening
years renewal is based on a letter proposal that includes
brief summary of the prior year's achievement, the next
year's plans, and an updated budget. The community will be
notified again of new opportunities that may arise from
program expansion and/or turnover.
NASA conducts annual internal reviews of the STTP. As
perceived necessary or advantageous, the STTP organizes or
supports workshops, conferences, and ether activities in
solar-terrestrial theory and related topics. A .Lajor
external review is planned for 1982 before the end of the
first 3-year period and in time to evaluate its results
before renewal proposals are reguestea. This is expected
to be the first juncture for possible program turnover.
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Status of —theory  in Astrophysics
INTRODUCTION
Space missions provide unique means with which to carry out
scientific investigations of aspects of our universe that
are otherwise inaccessible. Such investigations advance
our knowledge of natural phenomena and illuminate our
current understanding, from the Sun to distant, exotic
objects, and even to the universe itself. At the same
time, space missions are discrete opportunities that must
be used wisely to investigate mayor issues, and therefore
care is required in choosing them.
Theory provides a framework within which observations
can be related to each other and .o our present under-
standing. Theory can unify otherwise disparate observa-
tions and integrate the study of similar phenomena in
widely different contexts. Theory also plays a key role
i n 6efining the significance of previous observations and
possible new measurements, a procesr, that leads to new
ideas and new motivations for future missions. Theory also
helps to determine the precision necessary for observations
to have r significant impact on our understanding of
natural phenomena by, at the very least, differentiating
among our various preconceptions. Because of These roles,
a strong and vital theory program is essential to optimal
planning and exploitation of space-science missions.
The nature of space exploration in astronomy is
changing. Earlier, discoveries occurred by l00%irg and
seeing what was there. This was repeated as eec:i new elec-
tromagnetic wavelength band became accessible via space
observations. But these wavelength windows have now been
opened, and in many areas of astronomy space missions have
changed from surveys to specific observations using partic-
ular analytical instrumentation. The number o: ways in
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which objects and phenomena can be studied is greet. Most
of these cannot be pursued, and difficult choices must
therefore be made. Here input from theory is critical.
The new sophistication and power of space instruments re-
quires a much more nophis f_icated knowledge of the physics
of astronomical objects in order to be used effectively.
Here again theory must provide this more detailed knowl-
edge. "'he explosion of astronomical data that will come
from space missions .ender way and planned demands a strong
theoretical framework. Otherwise, the new data cannot be
assimilated and the field of astronomy becomes inchoate.
'^here charges create an increasing need for theoretical
research during the coming decade.
IMPACT OF 'THEORY
Current major themes in astrophysics exploration include
cosmology; formation and evolution of galaxies and galaxy
clusters; stellar evolution: especially the births and
deaths of stars; properties of compact objects (degenerate
dwar f s. .-,eutron stars, and black holes); and astroph-sicai
plasmas, such as stellar coronas, winds, and mass loss, and
the interstellar and intergalactic media. Below we give a
few examples of the ways in 0,ich theory has been, is, and
will be essential to exploiting space observations in each
of these areas.
Cosmology
Origin of the Universe. The "big-bang' model of the origin
of the universe has been of enormous importance in inter-
preting observations and in formulating new ones. It led
to an understanding of the first observations of the micro-
wave background and has mutivated observational determina-
ticns of helium and deuterium abundances, which provide
evidence of conditions during the earliest history of the
universe, as well as deep-sky studies of the distributions
of quasars and galaxies, from which the expansion rate of
the universe may be determined. Tne big-bang model is
favored because it explains each of these observations in
a simple and natural way; however, the observational sup-
port for the model is limited, and thecrists therefore nave
a special obligation to look for new ways in which it can 	 4
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be tested. The Cosmic Background Explorer will provide
stringent measurements of the spectral shape and isotropy
of the microwave background. Interpretation of the results
requires theoretical modeling of the effect on the back-
ground due to inverse Compt:.n scattering by distant gas.
The Space Telez^ope and the Advanced X-Ray Astronomy
Facility will probe helium and deuterium abundances, and
the abundances of heavy elements, tc, higher red shifts and
therefore earlier epochs. Theoretical modeling of the
helium and heavy-elesent abundances to be oxpeLtea in
intracluster gas due to early star formation and infection
from galaxies are naeded to interpret the forthcoming data.
Fluctuations to the Early Universe. Within the standard
big-bang model, the diversity of structure in the present
universe iE a consequence of the growth o: fluctuations in
the early universe. Amona the unanswered questions within
this framework are, cat, the .ass spectrum of required fluc-
tuations be understood, how did galaxies evolve after they
;ondensed out of the expanding medium, and what is the
origin of the violent events in the nuclei of some
galaxies? The Cosmic Background Explorer will provide de-
tailed data on the angular and frequency character of the
cosmic microwave radiation. Theoretical work is required
to convert these data into a picture of conditions at the
epoch of decoupling of matter and radiation. Newly born
galaxies are expected to be brightest in the infrared be-
cause of their large red shifts. This fact and their
faintness may make them accessible only to space obse:va-
tiona with instruments sucr as the Shuttle Infrared Tele-
scope Facility. Among the challenges faced by theory is
to develop detailed models for the early evolution of
galaxies that can be compared with the forthcoming
observations.
Massive Neutrinos. Recently, claimed experimental evidence
for finite-mass neutrinos has stimulated a flurry of theo-
retical activity since the mass in'erred would imply that
primordial neutrinos contribute a significant, perhaps dom-
inant, fraction of the present mass of the universe. im-•
portant theoretical questions that need to be pursued
include how these neutrinos would cluster around galaxies
during their formation, and how we can determine observa-
tionally the distribution of massiv- neutrinos today.
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Supernovae as 'Standard Candles.' Reliable determinations
of the expansion and deceleration rates of the universe
must be based on the use of physically well-understood
objects for measuring distances. Supernovae are one pos-
sible kind of 'standard candle.' Spectroscopic observa-
tions of supernovae during the first month after maximum
luminosity, using the Space Telescope, can determine the
distance to the supernova through the time dependence of
the continuum spectrum and the Doppler shift of the spec-
tral lines. Theoretical calculations of supernova atmos-
pheres are needed that can be compared with the frequency
and time dependence of the observed spectrum.
Evolution of Quasars, Galaxies, and Galaxy Clusters
Galaxies as 'Standard Candles.' Understanding the evolu-
tion of galaxies and clusters of galaxies is essential to
using these objects as 'standard candies' for measuring
distances, and thereby establishing the exF-insion and
deceleration rates of the universe. Theorists have modeled
the evolution of galaxies by considering the effects of an
epoch of massive star formation at early times, by calcula-
ting the mass spectrum of stars and the rates of star for-
mation and death, and by treating the m+clear processing
of matter that occurs within stars, From these various
factors are derived the variations with time of the
luminosity, colors, and element abundances. The Space
Telescope and the Advanced x-Ray Astronomy Facility will
detect these variations at earlier epochs than have been
accessihle before. Theoretical studies of galaxy formation
and of the early evolution of galaxies are essential to
interpreting the data that will be returned from these
missionL and to successfully separating the intrinsir,
variations from those due to expansion of the universe.
Supermassive Black Holes. One of the most pressing issues
to be addressed by the Space Telescope is whether active
galactic nucle and quasars are powered by accreting super-
massive black holes 	 The observational data will be in the
form of brightness variations and velocity dispersions as
t function of distance from the center of the galaxy. Both
will come primarily from observations carried out using
the Space Telescope, but the Shuttle Infrared Telescope
Facility may be the only means of garnering this informa-
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tion for very distant active galactic nuclei and quasars
because of their large red shift. These data can be used
to infer the mass of the central object, if theoretical
calculations of the dynamics of stars orbiting a super-
massive black hole are available for comparison. In the
case of active galactic nuclei, a basic question is whether
supermassive blacK holes that accrete stars, gas, or both
exhibit a unique signature that can be identified through
such observations. More theoretical studies are required
in order to elucidate the expected observational differ-
ences between supermassive black-hole models and other
possibilities, sucsi is a dense cluster of stars. In the
case of quasars, such more modeling of ac=cretion disks, of
black-hole magnetospheres, and of the dynamics of stellar
systems in the vicinity of a supermassive black hole are
badly needed to test the black-hole model. In both cases,
computational ,facilities capable of handling large n-body
calculations will be essential.
Jets. One of the ubiquitous featuree of violent phenomena
in the universe appears to oe the production of relativ-
istic plasma beams or jets. Such strurtures are en-
countered in the fascinating galactic object, SS433, in
double radio sources associated with distant galaxies; in
quasars, and possibly even in star formation. however,
these phenomena are poorly understood. New information
about them will be forthcoming from the Space Telescope,
the Advanced X-Rry Astronomy Facility, and eventually from
apace-based very-long-baseline interferometry. In order
to understand these phenomena, and use that understanding
to address questions about the nature of active galaxies
and quasars and the way in which galaxies theanelves are
forme, it is essential to carry out etudies of rela*_:v-
istic hydrodynamics, magnetohydrodynamics, and electro-
dynamics, including problems of particle and fluid accel-
eration, interaction with relativistic gravity, shock
stability, and extensive modeling of 3etlike flows.
Dynamics of Galaxies. Recent theoretic a l ideas about the
way in which galaxies interact with one another have had
an importart impact on observations. These ideas include
the existence of galactic halos, consisting of a so-called
stellar population III or some other faint form of mauler
such as massive neutrinos. The determination of t'>ir size
and mass and the nature of their constituents are among the
ze
most pressing issues in astronomy. The Space Telescope,
the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility, and perhaps some
kind of large deployable reflector will search for faint
optical and infrared light from halos composed of low-mass
stars. The proposed Advanced X-Ray Astronomy Facility will
search for the x-ray emission produced by the accretion of
halo gas onto any black holes. Many more theoretical
analyses of the observational consequences of halos com-
posed of low-mass stars, compact objects such as black
holes, massive neutrinos, and otner possibilities are
needed. The role of interactions between galaxies, such
as tidal stripping of galaxies by neighboring ones in a
cluster and even the 'cannibalism' of galaxies by one
another, is now thought to be of great_ importance not only
for galactic halos but for all aspects of their structure.
For example, interactions between galaxies are currently
receiving a great deal of attention as a possible means of
producing the extended distribution of matter observed in
galaxies. Observations using the proposed Advanced X-Ray
Astronomy Facility promise new information about the mor-
phclocy of clusters from studies of x-ray emitting intra-
cluster gas, while the Space Telescope may provide new
observations of violent galactic encounters at earlier
epochs. Additional theoretical calculations of galaxy
collisions and cluster formation and evolution will be
needed to exploit such observations.
Stellar Evolution
Stellar Births. Considerable effort will be expended
during the forthcoming decade on missions in the infrared
such as the Infrarea Astronomy Satellite, the Shuttle
Infrared telescope Facility, and perhaps a large deployable
reflector that will explore the earliest atages of star
formation and evolution. Dark interstellar clouds, in
particular, will be -udied with high spatial resolution
and thei- chemical ,molecular) composition and velocity
fields determined. Theoretical modeling of molecular
clouds, their formation, evolution, and chemistry, as well
as their collapse, fragmentation, and dissipation, x. • _11 be
critically rmpp.3rtant both in planning these missions and
in analyzing their results. Through application of two-
and three-dimensional hydrodyiamical codes, and from im-
proved Knowledge of important interstellar chemistry, it
r^r
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will be possible to construct more realistic models of
collapse and fragmentation. These studies should indicate
the angular resolution required in order to study regions
of active star formation. Access to large (CRAY-class)
	 f
computers and to VAX-class computers equipped with array
processors will be necessary in order to implement thest
calculations. Support of laboratory studies of molecular
line spectra should allow identifieaticns and provide an
understanding of transitions arising from molecules impor-
tant in probing the structure and heat balance in cloud
complexes.
Stellar Deaths. A firm understanding of supernovae is a
long-standing and important goal in astrophysics that con-
tinues elusive. Crucial new information has become avail-
able over the past decade from elementary-particle physics
in the form of the Weinberg-Salam theory of weak interac-
tions. Combined with this have been new insights by
theorists in astrophysics, such as the recognition that
the fermion nature of neutrinos must be taken fully into
account. Also important have teen new computer calcula-
tions of the late stages of stellar evolution u.d the onset
of stellar collapse. These theoretical stlad. i.es
 shoclei
eventually provide supernova radioactivities and lino in-
tensities that can be compared with data from the Gamma
Ray Observatory, ratios of cosmic-ray isotopes injected
ia'o the galaxy by supernovae that can be tested by an
advanced interplanetary explorer, and abundances in super-
nova remnants and the character of supernova shock waves
in the interstellar medium ttoit can be compared with obser-
vations from the proposed Advanoed X-Ray Astronomy
Facility. Such efforts need sustained support ind acce3s
to large mainframe computing faciiities ccpab a of nan,i..i;'g
the complex calculations required to represe-it 'Une :ich
physics involved in supernova explosions. Also n,^e(ied are
further studies of: the properties of hot dense mater
(particularly near and above nuclear matter dens.ty); shock
propagation and neutrino emission; the effects of .rotation,
magnetic fields, and mixing. These types of calculations
will .equire the largest computing facilities.
Supernova Light Curves and Infrared Lines. Numerical
models of radioactivity-powered Type I supernovae give
light curves and optical spectra in excellent agreement
with observations. These same models predict 6 flux of
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infrared ircn line emission that could be detected by the
Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility from as far away as the
Virgo cluster of galaxies and could be studied in detail by
a large deployable reflector. More realistic numerical
models of supernova atmospheres should be carried out that
include the effects of velocity and composition gradients.
Also needed are st^jdies of the red-shifted light curves
and emission lines to be expected from the explosions of
massive stars for6ted at very early times in the evolution
of the universe.
Prc,>erties rf t.ompact Objects
Gamma-Ea. Bursts. One of the most important discoveries
in -lamra-ray astronomy has been that of cosmic gamma-ray
bursts. Considerable olservational data have accumulated
about r.hem over the last. 15 years, and their study is a
missio:, goal for t:.e Gamma Ray Observatory, yet our theo-
retical understanding of them remains primitive. The cur-
rently favored model is one in which the bursts originate
from a hot, magnetically confined plasma surrounding a
neutron star. Detailed (probably multidimensional)
numerical calculations of radiation transport in magnetic
plasu.as are necessary to understand the cyclotron and pair
annihilation features observed in the bursts. Theoretical
modeling of both accretion and thermonuclear instabilities
on magnetic neutron stars are also badly needed to test the
favored model against new observations front ualloon flights
and from the Gamma Ray Observatory. The res-ilts of the
theoretical work will aid not only in understanding cur-
rently planned observations but in specifying the needed
characteristics of future oner. For Example, some models
predict an extended period o= soft x-ray emission following
the hard gamma-ray burst. If so, spectral observations of
gamma-ray bursts at energies lower than the traditional
lower limit of about 100 keV will be important. The re-
quired timing resolution may also be set by theory, which
predicts that the intensity and the spectrum of the bursts
can vary on a time scale as short as a thousandth of a
second, the dynantcal time scale at the surface of a
neutron star. Numerical comput-lons ir. one and two
dimensions, possibly involvin; L gr!tehydrodynamic effects,
as well as radraticn transport and hydrodynamics, are
needed to give a detailed picture of this temporal
evolution.
Compact Galactic X-Ray Sources 31. with the launch of the
Uhuru x-ray satellite in the early 1970s, hundreds of
pointlike x-ray sources were reuealec:. The rnterpretatien
of these sources in terms of accretion of gas from a binary
companion onto a compact object (either a white dwarf,
neutron star, or black hole) relied on a large and detailed
body of theoretical work on not only the physicE of such
compact objects but also the evolution of binary systems
and the hydrodynamics of mass transfer. This work had
been done throughout. the 19609 independently of any planned
space missions. For example, the important and exciting
I possibility that Cygnus X-1 is a black hole relies onknowledge of the maximum possible mass of a neutron Etar
and therefore on our understanding of the properties of
dense matter and relativistic: gravity, as well as on
studies of the physics of black holes. As a second ex-
ample, theorists concluded that the bright pulsing x-ray
sources were neu t ron stars from the rate of their spinup.
They then predi^ted that the pulsing x-ray sources should
all lie on a particular curve that is a function of their
luminosity and pulse period. This p.-d!diction has been con-
firmed by later observations.
Theoretical Initiative for the X-Rav Timin q Explorer.
Long-duration timing observations of pulsing x•-ray sources
in binaries can provide important information about, for
example, binary systems and their evolution, the masses and
internal structure of neutron stars, and the behavior of
matter at very high temperatures and in intense magnetic
fields. Cbservations with very high time resolution may
provide .nformation about the numbers and properties of
stellar black holes. In 1978, a group of theorists became
concerned that no missior was currently approved or planned
that could exploit the rapidly advancing theory of compact
x-ray sources. A workshop organized by these theorists
generated widespread support and enthusiasm throughout the
observational community for such a mission and documented
the scientific goaiz that could be met by it. NASA re-
sponded with an Announce. ,qeiat of Oppr-rtunity for an X-Ray
Timing Expi:.rer.
Ga =a-R,y Lines. Gan_na-ray lines have been observed in
the r:ectra of a number of astronomical objects: the Sun,
gaaimi-ray burst soirees, and the galactic center. Althoug'i
net yet detected, gamma-ra v lines ere expected from the
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decay of recertly bynthesized nuclei in our own and in
other galaxies. Future missions, especially the Gamma Ray
Observatory, will spend a considerable portion of their
tion examining these lineu. Theory must aid these observa-
tiu": ty dectding where to concentrate the effort. It has
been shown, for example, that the most likely candidates
for producing observable gamma-ray line fluxes due to
radioactivity in nearby galaxies 3re Type I, but not Type
II, supernovae and that the lines from such objects are
likely to be juite broad. PoRitrun production by cosmic
rays, supernova radioactivities, and accretion disks around
superwasive black holes also need theoretical study in
order to understand the origin and poscible time vdr^-
ability of the 511-keV line emission from the galactic
center. As already mentioned, detailed numerical caicula-
tions of radiation transport in a '-,)t, maonetically con-
fined plasma are required to understand the cyclotron
absorption and pair annihilation features otserved in
gamma-ray burst.l. Th o^se calculations are needed not only
tc, understa.,.0 ^.he current observations but to determine
the time resolution and spectral sensitivity required for
future missions.
Astro
.
physical Plasmas
Cosmic Rays. Studies of cosmic-ray composition have nis-
torically centered on un , aveling the origin, acceleration
mechanism, and life history of energetic particles from
abundances observed at Earth. The)retical models of pro-
pagation are require,3 to extrapolate measured compositions
back to che source. In the case of isotopic ratios, which
are far less sensitive to propagation and chemical effects
than elemental ratios, theory ib useful ir deciding which
isotopes, and therefore what level of sensitiv-.ty, should
be employea in space missions, suco as the proposed ad-
vanced interplanetary explorer, as primary diagnostics of
cosmic-ray origins and age. Once the measurements have
been made, theory is essential to translate the results
into meaningful constraints on the origin and acceleration
mcchamis-. Is the accelera ed material principally un-
evolved matter from the interstellar medium, or recent
e]ecta from a particular class (if supernovae, or a mixture
of the two? Thev:etical st-id.es of cosakic-ray ncceler-ition
and propagation models, plus the mt:asu-, ement OL calculation
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of relevant e:osa sections, computer models of supernovae
and nucleosynthesis, and theoretical studies of expanding
supernovae int?ractino with the interstellar medium are
required to address these lusues.
Solar-Active Regions and Flares_. Solar studies have raid
will continue to play a unique role in theoretical astro-
physics, as the proximity of the Sun permits ntrservations
at all wave_engths with sufficient spatial resolution to
study the important physical processes on their own spatial
scales. In particular, one can study directly the interac-
tion of magnetic, velocity, and radiation fields under Cott,
steady-state and highly transient (flaring) conditions.
Important physical processes that can be etudiea in detail
on the Sun but also occur widely in astrophysics include
the generation and decay of magnetic fielas, generation and
dissipation of magnetohydrodynamic waves, a wide variety
of nonrauiative heating sources, high-energy particle
acceleration, plasma to thermal and nonthermal energy depo-
sition. Understanding these processes in the Sun is an
essential prerequ.site to applying then to understand phe-
nomena elsewhere in astrophysics. The most energetic and
rapidly varying phenomena occur in solar-active regions 	 1
and, in particular, during tlares. The complement of ex- 	 1
periments on the recent Solar Maximum Mission was chosen
spec ► fica'ly to understand physical processes occurring in
flares, and the important theoretical questions to be
answered included: what is the energy source of tae
flares, what plasma ins abilities trigger the rapid neating
in flares, how are the nigh-energy particles accelerated.
'	 rnd what cools the flare plasma? Further theoretical work
on all of these questions is essential.
Stellar Winds and Coronas. One of the great triumphs of
theoretical astrophysics was the prediction by E. N. Parker
in 195.0 , prior to the first direct detection of the solar
wind by the Lunik III anu Explorer 10 spacecraft, that the
Sun is losing mass in a wind. Subsequent solar observa-
tions have lea to refinements of this theory and to the
realization that AlNe n wa ges play an important role in
the accelerdtion processes. The E.nstern x-ray observatory
and the International Ultraviolet Explorer have shown that
most stars have hot coronas but that unly a limited range
of stars similar to the Sun have winds accelerated by the 	 I
Parker-type mechanism. Many stars have mass 1oEs rates
	 I
1
that are a million, or Even one hundred million, times that
of the Sun. Such mass loss rates are lar ge enough m
change the evolution of the star and t-) enrich the inter-
stellar medium with heavy elements. The mechanisms by
which these intense winds are accele_ated are in dispute;
radiation pressure, radiative instabilities, and coronai-
type winds are plausible contenders for the hot stars,
while Alfven waves, periodic shock waves, and radiatica
pressure on dust grains are contenders for cool stars.
Future ultraviolet and x-ray observations by the Space
Telescope, the pr ,,-.osed Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer, and
the proposed Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility will help
to determine which acceleration mechanisms are important
for different typeF of stars. But additional theoretical
work is oadly needed on the various acceleration rechanisms
mentioned above in order to provide a framework within
which the observations car. be interpreted.
Relativistic Gravity
Black-Hole Physics. D?scussions above have emphasized the
possible roles of black holes in quasars, galactic nuclei,
and compact x-ray sources, it may turn out that we do not
yet understand all the fundamental physics governing black
holes well enough to carry out astrophysicai model building
adequately. For example, only in 1977-1981, in response to
the discovery cf bets in g—actic nuclei and quasars, did
relativity theorists decipher the physics governing the
interaction between slack holes and magnetic fields --
physics that may be responsible for Set production. Thus,
observations have triggered research ir general relati •n ty,
which in turn han had an impact on astrophysical theory in
ways that will affect future observations and data znalysib
-- and this may well happen aqain in the future.
Dynamical Gravity and Gravit.tioual Radiation. Grappler
trackiny of spacecraft is being used tc search for gravita-
tional radiation from the birt:is of sutermassive black
holes and collisions between supermass:ve holes out t^ the
Hubble distance. The Space Science Board has recommended
a feasibility study of an optical heterodyne system that
might be developed anu used in the 1990s wit: gravity-wave
sensitivity 7 orders of magnitude greater than the current
Doppler system. This otservational program ;:.ay reveal .o
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us a new region of space-time in which gravity (space-tide
curvature) is ultrastrong and highly dynmAcal. The
relevant computer calculations are nubericel solutions of
the Einstein field equations of general relativity --
calculations that in vacuum (e.g., clack-hole collisiondi
have no uncertainty in their input physics. The technology
of such calculations with axisymmetry (two space dimensions
and one time) :.s now being developed vigcrousiy, out non-
symmetric (th.ee space ,.nd one time) calculat i ons :ia%;= yet
to be ittempted. Such calculations, which may reg y ire 5
years or morc to perfect: are a prerequisite to the under-
standing and interpcetati-n of future gravitational-wave
data (if any). The development of such calculations should
not await a successful outcome of the gtk0 ty-wive search.
Theoretical Interpretation of Experimental Gravity. Ln the
past NASA has buttrer:;cd its successful p7figram in exaeri-
mental tests of general relativity by a	 -revel theoret-
ical program (see space Science Board, .I961, ?ag- 51).
This program has proved sufficiently urc: •j1 that it should
be continued in the future at the same levei aE in the
past.
CURRENT STATUS OF ASTPOPHYSICAL THEORY
In order for theory to realize its i&portant and proper
role, two elements must exist: a strong and independent
program of theoretical studies and participation and in-
volvement of theorists at all levels of mission planning.
The first requires a range of theoretical activities, from
the analysts of data through basic ar.d fundamental theoret-
ical studies not associated with particular missions or
mission objectives. Such a range of activity is necessary
for a healthy and vibrant theoretical community, capable
of supporting the present directions of space-science in-
vestigation but also able to support new and unexpected
directions. The participation of theorists is also needed
at all levels of mission planning, frog the development of
space-s_lence strateates, to the definition of individual
missions, through mission operatiurs; this is addressee
,xplicitly in Chapter 7.
Despite the pivotal role playea oy theory in astro-
physics, its current status, when measurer acainst t:4e
first requirement discussed atove, is poor. Few stro,:g
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theoretical groups now exist, and there is no coherent NASA
program of support for individual theorists or for theoret-
ical groups in astrophysics. The National Science Founda-
► ie^ th:3F) provides some theory support, but it is inade-
quate to meet the reeds of the space missions now under way
and planned. Currently, theoretical astrophysics research
(excluding solar-system physics), is funded by NASA at the
level of approximately Sl.l million per year (fiscal year
1982) and by NSF at a level of approximately $2.5 million
per year (fiscal year 1982). These programs consir'_ of
approximately 30 university grants by NASA and 6, by NSF,
each of approximatel y
 $30,Ou0. NASA also suppo •.ts some
interpretive theory related to specific w:sions; we have
not be ±n able to make a reliable estimate of the level of
tnis support. The total NASA support of theoretical astro-
physics, including the staff theorists at the national
centers, represents approximately 0.8 percent of the NASA
budget for astrophysical science (about $300 million in
fiscal year 1982). The total NSF support of theoretical
astrophysics .ncluding staff theocists at the centers
represents &;,proximately 5 percent of the NSF annual
astronomy V;Aget (about $60 million in fiscal year 1982).
In ou, opinion, the support of theoretical astrophysics
research at the universities has declined to a dangerously
low lev ,al. In the current situation, the vigor of the few
strong, theory groups is threatened. Excellent theorists
are unable to obtain funding or face great delays in
obtaining funding. Many theorists are in tneir second,
and even third, po.=tdoctoral appointments. As a result,
manv trained young theorists are having to leave astro-
physics, and the number of bright young graduate students
entering astrophysics (the lifeblood of the future) is
declining markedly. This comes at a time when changes in
the nature of space exiloration in many areas of astronomy
require more, not less, theory and when the recent and
coming explosion of data from space missions creates ar
increasing need for theoretical research. Below we give
three examples of ways in which NASA missions could have
been is-)roved with more theoretical support.
Pulse P-ofiles of Neutron-Star X-Ray Sources. Detailed
observations of the x-ray pulse profiles produced by
accreting rne3netic neutron stars were obtained by the Unuru
and, especially, the SAS-3 satellites. Spectra of these
sources ha ,!e been measured by OSO-8 anti, in the case of
' R
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Her X-1, by more recent :oc,et flights. Over more than a
decade, these observations have beer, largely unexploited
owing to a lack of theoret-cal calculations with which they
could be compared. First needed have been calculations of
fundamental processes, such ,^: Coulomb and electron scat-
tering, and cyclotron abscrotiir, in high-temperature
plasma:- in intense magnet.- = 'elds. Second, detailed
numerical modeling of the x-rnv emission region, incorpora-
ting both radiation 'ranzfer .nd hydrodynamics, are essen-
tial. Recently, a decision was made by the Max Planck
Institute in Garching tc ,'.,in- such studies. Among workers
hired there hav, been iev q:a! from the United States.
These theorists have 1_.urr:,ed a large-scale and quite
successful attack on ')rtn parts of the problem. As a
result, for the fire' 'Ame meaningful comparisons are
being made betwee- t.•: observations and theory. These
comparisons have pro.ld­ information about the physical
conditions _n the x-ray emission region, h ave pointed out
the importance ct coupling between the normal modes of the
magnetic pl: ,ma, and have provided evidence that the
observed cyclotron feature in Her X-1 is due to absorption
and not emission. With adequate support, this work could
hAve been dune in the United States 10 years ago.
Evolution of Neutron Stars. Recent observations of super-
nova remnants and nearby pulsars using the Einstein x-ray
observa t*ory have provioed important detectioas and
stringent uuper limits on the soft x-ray emission frore
cooling neutron stars. Theoretical calculations have
played a _rucial role in providing benchmarks against which
the observations can be contrasted and have enabled impor-
tant implications to be drawn from the observations. Among
these are evidence that some supernova remnants do not con-
tain neutron stars, and thus some supernova do not produce
neutron stars, or that the neutron Stars nave cocled more
rapidly than allowed by the 'standard' cooling picture.
I_` the latter is true, it suggests that the interiors of
neutron stars contain a condensed pi3n phase or, possibly,
free quarks; this provides important information about the
properties of dense matter. However, the observations can-
not be fully exploited because of a lack of theoretical
knowledge about various aspects of neutron star-evolution.
These include an almost total lack of Knowledge and study
of important energy-transport processes in strong magnetic
;fields, of the properties of matter in strung magnetic
1
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fields as encountered in the surface layer of strongly
magnetic neutron stars, and of the emiAsivity and atmos-
pheric structure of such stars. No obstacle stands in the
way of a concerted theoretical attack on these problems,
except a lack of support.
Clusters of Galaxies. Some of the most fascinating and
significant revelations obtained from observations made
with the Einstein x-ray observatory have been the rich and
varied structures of galaxy clusters. Some x-ray "photo-
graphs" have shown clusters that are roughly spherical,
often with an active cD galaxy near the center; others have
re •ealed twc, distinct clusters in the process of merging,
while still others have shown complex, multicomponent
structures. Residlnrj 'n this wealth of new information
are important clues about the say in which -lusters, and
the galaxies of which th,y are compost+, are formed, as
well as exciting information about the open or closed
nature of the universe, The observations cannot currently,
and will not in the near future, be fully exploited be-
cakise of a iack of theoretical studies of cluster formation
and dynamics.
Such situations multiply, and their negative impact on
the effective utilization of space missions and the vital-
ity of space science will continue to increase unless
reversed by significant new support for theory.
5
Status of Theory in Planetary Sciences
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental goals of planetary science are to build our
understanding of the urigin of the sour system, to define
the physical processes that produced the planets and were
involved in their subsequent evolution, to elucidate the
effects that continue to shape planetary environments, and
to discover the conditions and processes that led to the
formation of life. In the modern discipline of planetary
science empirical information gathering is accomplished
through th , ase of technically sophisticated spacecraft,
together with around-based, earth-orbital, and rocKet
observations, to probe and measuce the prop4 , rties of solar-
system objects, and laboratory analyses of extraterrestrial
materials. The full scientific and intellectual endeavor
requires, however, deep and coordinated research efforts in
the theoretical disciplines, as well as in the laboratory,
in order to marshal our understanding on a firm foundation
of physical principles.
Evidence today converges to support the idea that the
planetary system formed simultaneously with the Sun from a
colla psing cloud of interstellar gas and duet. The cloud's
pre-existing angular momentum dictated the initial foraa-
tion of a disk-shaped nebula from whi-h planets accumulated
into the nearly planar distribution that we see today. In
this picture the differing composition- of the planets re-
flect the systematically varying conditions, with distance
from the Sun, of temperature and pressure in the protoplan-
etary nebula. Some of the planets do not fit easily into
such a sequence, however, and this poses puzzles to our
understanding.
The larger planet-sized objects formed with sufficient
sourcr:s of internal energy to fuel continuing evolutionary
	 i
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activity. Consequently much detailed information about
their _nitial characters has been lost. Their masses and
bulk compositions, however, carry important clues about the
processes of planet formation. Beyond that, the challenge
these bodies present to us is to unravel the reasons for
their widely diverse evolutionary paths and to comprehend
the stability and instability of planetary environments,
incl-idinq our own.
Some smaller objects apparently formed with insuffi-
c4ent resources of internal energy to fuel long-term evolu-
tion of the Kind undergone by the larger planets. These
bodies, including comes and asteroids, thus retain evi-
dence of the primitive processes of solar-system formation;
they are our most important source of clues for the events
and conditions that produced the solar system. So far our
only Cirect measurements of the properties of such objects
come from laboratory analysis of meteorites and of a
growing collection of inte:rlanetary dust grains.
Historically, planetary science nad its teginnings in
early astronomy where the brightness of the nearer planets
and their motions relative to the background stars made
them, after the Sun and Moon, the most c3nspicuous objects
in the sky. Prior to the space age, the orbitb of the
planets and the general configuration and content of the
solar system had been established along with the masses
and mean densities of most of tie planets and some of their
moon. Rough estimates of compositions were inferred from
the mean densities. Except for Earth and its Moon, the
surface characteristics of all solar-system objects re-
mained obscure. In the planetary atmosphere okrly a few
molecular species could be detected from ground-based
telescopic observations.
This changed 3rastically with the active exploration of
the solar system by American and Soviet spacecraft and with
numerous technological innovations in ground-based observa-
tional technique. New and exciting data attracted scien-
tists from manv disciplines to the study of solar-system
objects. Many old ideas tad to be abandoned as our de-
tailed information about the planets increased. Conclu-
sions were more and more based on developments froL. funda-
mental principles and tested by detailed observations, and
the study of the solar system became a flourishing science.
Properties of planetary interiors are now inferred from
models that take into account the high-pressure benavior
of matter and tnat are constrained by the planets' ex-
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ternally observed rroperties. Surface characteristics of
the terrestrial-type bodies have been determined, giving
clues to th° physical processes that have shaped those
planets. The dynamics and cnemintry of atmospheres far
different from our own on Earth have been studied, posing
puzzles about the behavior, formation, ana evolution of
planetary atmospheres. :he influx of spacecraft data has
been complemented by many ground-baser and near-Earth
observations. Study of the solar system now involves
virtually every branch of science -- in sharp contrast to
the situation before 1957.
The aetailed information available about terrestrial-
type planets allows comparisons with Earth and demands
application of the extensively developed earth sciences to
the planets. In return, adder' insight into the workings
of our own earthly environment is possible, and there is a
growing interchange between earth and planetary science.
Our increasing knowledge of the current state of the solar
system and of the objects in it reveals clues about its
origin and evolution. The stellar status of the Sun inex-
tricably links the study of the origin of the solar system
with that of the formation of stars in general. Thus, our
accumulating clues about the birth of the solar system in-
fluence our broader astrophysical ideas about the formation
of stars.
Continued data collection, beyond an initial explora-
tion phase, would lack direction and therefore be pointless
without theoretical interpretation and the construction of
models consistent with and extrapolating from those data.
Theoretical ideas and models help to define the physical
and chemical processes behind observed phenomena and there-
by increase our understanding in terms of fundamental
physical principles. The need for further measurements as
well as tee required accuracies emerge from s'jch theoret-
ical study and result in a constant interchange between
theory, numerical simulation, and observation.
A few representative examples of the role that theoret-
ical studies play in this interchange, as well as in the
general development of our understanding, will be discussed
below with specific reference to the areas of planetary in-
teriors, surfaces, and atmospheres and to the overall prob-
lem of the solar system's origin. The examples are by no
means exhaustive; only a few topics are chosen for illus-
tration. Each example includes a discussion of some of the
research that would advance our understanding and thereby
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define future observations and measurements. Finally the
state of support for such research is evaluated.
PIANETARY INTERIORS
In addition to testing our grasp of the basic physical phe-
nomena that shape the planets, modeling of planetary in-
teriors and processes and their external manifestations
provides important information about the inventory, distri-
bution, and thermochemical state of planetary constituents.
The relevant fundamental theoretical principles rr:nge from
reasonably well-understood static considerations (hydro-
static equilibrium) through less well--understood nicrc-
acopic material properties (flow and deformational prop-
erties, electrical and thermal conductivities) to the
poorly understood macroscopic transport processes: (convec-
tion, dirferentiation, volcanism). Theoretical --alcula-
tions achieve their greatest predictive power when they
are coordinated with laboratory and observational data.
For example, existing experimental data concerniny the
equations of state and phase diagrams of cosmochemically
important compounds and their mixtures at appropriate pres-
sures ar,d temperatLrr.s are inadequate for answering such
questions as the partitioning of sulfur anC oxygen in the
terrestrial planets or of helium, e ater, any aiomonia in
the outer planets. As these and other data become avail-
able from currently progressing work in high-pressure
pL-sics a much improved theoretical. understanding with sub-
stantial prediccive power .rill be attainatle.
Three examples of outstanding issues concerning plan-
etary interiors and the required theoretical effort will
serve to illustrate this situation. The first concerns
the layering of constituents within a planet (including the
atmosphere and hydrosphere ii any). Guided by appropriate
laboratory data, we can model tteoretically the parti-
tiuning of various starting constituents betweef, coexisting
pt, ases. For example, one could predict the extezit to which
sulfur partitions downward in iron-rich phases rather tnar.
upward in volatile-rich fluids or phases in terrestrial
bodies. This would produce a significant advance in our
understanding of the overall compositions -)f Earth and the
other terrestrial planets,. It is also im portant tj be able
to calculate the fluid-dynamical processes whereby magma
and gas find tt.eir ways from toe interiors to tt, p surfeces
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or near surfaces of planetary bodies.	 A synthesi.s of
thermodynamical and fluid-dynamical con s iderations can lead
to models that relate the observaole characteristics of a
planet to the expected initial distribution and mixture of
planetary constituents.
A second example concerns the conditions require' for
active, large-scale plate tectonics. Why is the Earth
apparently the only planet endowed with this phenomenon?
Or is Venus also tectonically active? These questions can
be approached by establishing the role of volat:iles, par-
ticularly water, in the deformational properties of
silicates and by exploring the role of pnase transitions,
such as basalt to eclogite, in providing some of the
density contrasts required to drive motions. Tne physical
principles de L-loped through such modeling will also rid
i:^ ^;.)aeratanding icy bodies such as Ganymede, wherr. convec-
tion is likely.
The third example concerns the need to understand much
better the origin of planetary magnetic fields, whirr
should provide a unique and sensitive probe of planetary
interiors. Generation of magnetic- fields in^'olves such
fundamental quantities as internal sources of enfrgy, <:on-
vection patterns, and electrical conductivity. At present,
whereas we apparently understand the basic physical prin-
ciples involved in magnetic-field generation, we still
cannot maKe quantitarive prec 4i.ctiens, for instance, to
understand the specific implications of the strengths of
planetary magnetic moments. This applies not only to other
planets but also to Earth. A full model simulation of
magnetic-field generation iR far from achievable at
present, but important advances in understanding remain to
be mode through investigation of idealized rep,esentatlons
that explore vzrious physical aspects of the process.
In the foregoing examples, as in numerous other cases,
our understanding of the important processes is insuffi-
cient, dnd increased theoretical activity and numerical
modeling, coupled with appropriate laboratory and observa-
tional efforts, are needed.
SURFACE: PROCESSES
Both chemical and physical processes have shaped planetary
surfaces, in determining the surface constituents and
atmoopheric interactions and the latter in determining the
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overall morphology. Our present understanding of the
evolution of planetary surfaces, ctner than those of the
Earth, the Moon, and, to a much smaller extent, Mars, is
based 'largely on qualitative geonorphological studies.
But as we venture to more exoeic bodies with surface chew-
istr Les and atmospheres greatly differert from those on
Earth, traditional interpretations of surface photographs
based on analogies to terrestrial landforms become suspect.
The geologist cannot draw on terrestrial analogies when
confronted by a hyperactive, sulfur-rich body such as Io,
an ice-rich satellite such as Ganymede, or, to some extent,
the enormous channel systems oss Mars. For example, wP do
not know the long-term rigidity, or susceptibility to
plastic flow, of ice sulfur under the relevant conditions;
laboratory studies are needed to determine such properties
before we ct,n complete the descriptions of geologic
processes in a physical framework. Continuing theoretical
btudies are vital in defining the needed laboratory inves-
tigations and for specifying the needed planetary observa-
tions and measurements.
Amo:ig surface modification processes, an improved
understanding of impact phenomena on planets and satellites
is especimlly needed. The hydrodynamics, shock heating,
and energy partitioning a.ring impact are poorly under-
stood. Although a suostantial effort exists in this area,
supported by the Department of Defense and dire:ted toward
understanding explosion craters, a basic understanding of
the dynamical properties of shocked material is still
lacking. Without this theoretical and phenomenological
framework, the scaling of experiments and Earth analogs to
extraterrestrial impact structures has large uncertainties.
Two problems of particular significance are energy parti-
tioning and the generation of complex (multiring) struc-
tures. An understanding of energy partitioning is essen-
tial for calculation of the thermal state of accreting
plenetu. For example, the extent to which impau-s release
volaLiles from the solid material, thus creating a primor-
dial atmosphere, is unknown. Similarly, the extent to
which impact energy is retained to melt an accreting planet
is not known. An understanding of complex impact struc-
tures may nelp to determine the compositional and thermal
profiles of the outer layers of a planet. The existing
large volume of data on crater morphologies is not aae-
quately utilized because of our limited understanding of
the physical processes. Computer simulations together
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with analytica) and theoretical work on the flow character-
istics of shocked material are needed.
It is necessary to develop a theoretical basis for ex-
tending existing geologic mWels to other planets. Conven-
tional photogeologic interpretations can go astray when
applied to surtaces subjected to unfamiliar processes or
familiar processes operating in an unfamiliar dynamic
regime. For example, what processes have generated the
strange grooved terrain on Ganymede?
Another area where substantial data exist but more
theoretical effort is required is in the modeling of in-
ternal and surface processes in small bodies. extensive
and varied meteorite data could provide important con-
straints un these processes, but the theoretical efforts
have been very limiteJ.
ATMOSPHERES
As with most areas of planetary science, the study of
atmospheres is pureed on two levels: first, to describe
and understand atmospheres in their current forms; second,
to pick out those features that reveal information about
atmospheric origins ana evolution.
,Meteorological studies fall firmly in the first
category. The complexity of meteorological phenomena --
involving as they Rio fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, radi-
ation physics, and chemistry, all taring place in turbu-
Icat, multiphase systems--Rakes it impractical to construct
cumprehenaive models of the general circulation of an
atmcsphere. Fur Venus and Jupiter there are .:-any theories,
based on different simplifying assumptions, that have been
proposed to explain their general circulations; but there
are no adequate oata for choosing among these theories.
This an important role for theory in the meteorology of
these atmospheres is to supply guidance as to what observa-
tionF are needed and how missions should be designed. for
example, t10 key investigations of Jupiter, neecea to dis-
tinguish beiuPen various theories of the atmospheric cir-
^ulation, are (1) the Abundance of water, i.e., how impor-
tant are latent heat transports and mcist convection in
shaping the large-scale circulations; and ,2) how do the
motions and the structure of the atmosphere differ in high
and low-atituaes, i.e., what is the relative importance
of internal heating, solar differential heating, and rota-
tion in shaping the large-scale circulations?
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The chemistry and aeronomy of planetary atmospheres
include many diverse aspects, each with its own theories.
The study of spontaneous reaction and equilibration
processes in tropospheres and on planetary surfaces is in
the realms of thermochemistry and geochemicnl thermody-
namics. Chemical physicists and aerononers deal with the
laboratory and planetological aspects of ultraviolet
photolysis and gas-phase kinetics; cloud physics and chem-
istry and escape physics also play important roles. Ia
each of these areas a coordinated program of theoretical
and laboratory work is vital for continued progress. A
particularly promising area for research is the theory re-
lated tc laboratory simulation of planetary atmospheres and
the synthesis of organic matter under conditions intended
to simulate real solar-system processes. Such a theoret-
ical effort must be based both on the Lheory of planetary
.atmospheres and on the chemical physics of the microscopic
processes. Another area of great c.urrC;,t interest is the
attempt to understand, in detail, the behavior of ozone in
Earth's stratosphere. This system has clise analogies on
Mars and Venus; a valid theory should properly describe all
three systems.
A great variety of theories dealing with the origin of
planetary atmospheres has been developed, but generally
these are not soundly and directly based on fundamental
principles. Such a theory should involve the initial vola-
tile content of the planet-forming material, the sequence
and rates of accretion of the various compounds, the
tnermal histories of the various layers, and, finally,
mechanisms of transport to the su- F Ace of volatiles, their
subsequent reactions, and their retention in the atmos-
phere. Mary of these points are also aspects of the com-
plex problem of the origin c` the solar system. In spite
of a lack of fundamental information; constraints on atmos-
pheric origins can be inferred from the constituents of
atmospheres such as isotopic and elemental composition of
the rare gases. Theorists have a fundamental role there
also in mission design in defining the precision to which
the measurements of these rare qases must be made in order
to allow meaningful interpretation and in pointin c3 out
possible pitfalls involving chemistry or dynamics that
could frustrate a measurement by a pr.:ticular experiment
design..
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COSMOGONY
Cosmogony, the theory of origin of the solar system, pio -
vi es a framework into which the individual piectu rJ
knowledge of the a l ar system must be fitted. Perhaps more
importantly it concerns investigations of the fascinating
problem of the ori g in of our environment and ult±uately o:
ourselves. Cosmogonical models ire constantly changing as
they become increasingly constrained by the a-zumulation
and evaluation of new data, only when the mode of origin
of the solar system is clear might star formation in
general and the frequency of formation of acrompanying
planetary systems be understood.
Cosmogony is ripe for expanded theoretical activity
since there are a large number of inter sting ano appar-
ently tractable problems. All current theories of origin
concain the a.sumption that the planets formed from a more
or less flattened disk of gas and dust, with the Sun
forming at the center of this disk through gravitational
collapse. Unfortunately, the amount of material in the
initial gravitational %Al , the relative timing of the for-
mation of the Sun and that of the planetary bodies, the
details of the accretior process, and many other facts and
processes important to the theory are poorly known. Clouds
of gas and dust with properties like those observed in the
interstellar medium (-an be followed through gravitational
collapse toward stable, rotating stars by three-dimensional
numerical simulation, but the calculations have not yet :n-
cluded all the physical processes thought to be involved
..n the collapse to the high densities. There is a need to
sustain this effort and expand the number of theorists
undertaking the calculations.
Addit.onal information about the physical state of the
solar nebula can be obtained from research on metecrItes,
comers, and asteroids. Metes i tes are of great interest
because they are anti^nt prof--, of conditions and processes
in he early solar system at the time of planet formation
and are numerous, diverse, and readily available for s.udy.
Astronomical studies of the reflection spectra of asteroids
s
have indicated that 'erhaps carbonaceous chondriten , the
most volatile-rich meteorites, dominate the Asteroid be)t,
while the metal- and FeO-bearirg "ordinary" ct.ondrites,
which commonly fell on Garth, appear to be rare in the
belt. These conclusions are based on comparison of reflec-
tion spectra of various meteorite classes with those of the
IM
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asteroids, and no in situ observations to test these iden-
tifications have yet been carried out. Theoretical theroal
evolution studies of small bodies also i:dicate that many
asteroids and comets are so small that they may have sur-
vived virtually unaltered since the time of origin of the
solar system. For this reason, theore ical interest in
asteroid and comet missions and in the relationship between
meteorite classes and particular asteroids has been high.
The composition of soar-system bodies depends on both
the nebular chemical processes and the dynamics of accre-
tion. Two processes of bulk accretion of the planets in
the nebula have been proposed in %^osmogonical theories, one
involving gravitational instabilities in a massive nebula
leadin3 to giant gaseous protoplanets and the other in-
volving gravitational instability only in a thin disk of
dust at the central plane of a low-mass nebula leading
first to kilometer-sized objects that subsequently slowly
accrete to planet-sizeci objects. Both processes may have
occurred in planet and satellite formation, but most of
the consequences and details in either pro.:ess .emain
unirvestigated. Special and perhaps unlikely circum-
stances might be necessary for one or the other process t,
succeed in makinn a terrestrial of a gaseous _,^anet. Only
by detailed theoretical investigations can the viability
of either process be tested or perhaps yet another process
be developed for accretion of planets.
After formation of the ma3or solar-system bodies is
nearly complete, or even while they a.e it the accretion
phase, various evolutionary processes must have occurred
before the system reached a relatively clean apparently
stable configuration comparable with what we see today.
Muc:-i neb u lar gas must b_ dispersed from the inner solar
system and probably from the outer solar system as well.
Asteroid-type debris must be swept away excert for the
rem .ant belt that we observe. Even the dispersion of the
asteroidal orbit parameters within the main he It is a
puzzle, since formation of the objects .iear the plane of
the solar systent would be prezerred. The formation of the
gaps within the belt is also not understood since suffi-
cient collisions, coupled with the perturbations in the
orbital eccentricities induced by the orbital resonances
with Jupiter, to have created the gap3 would also have
damped the asteroids to nearly coplanar circular orbit..
Work on such evolutionary problems a= these should be
pursued to provide an understanding of the final transition
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from the formation process to a state resembling the pres-
ent one. These final dynamic changes ;gust have occurred
'	 regardless of the np ture of the earlier condensation
X
phase, but details such as the distribution of material to
to swept away m.ay depend on the type of condensation.
Altogether, there are many outstanding theoretical
questions in the realm of cosmogony. Worker aimed at
answering these questions would profit from increased and
reliable funding, would cor:tribute greatly to our knowl-
edge. and would provide a firm taxis for planning of fu;:ure
mission;.
STATF. OF SUPPORT FCR THEORY
The r apid growth and diversification of planetary :_fence
is largely a result of the vigorous program undertaken and
suppo r _u by the NASA. Pa.tl y as a result of this histor-
ical fact, nearly all of the responsibility for support of
this scientific endeavor has fallen to NASA, and little
support is currently available from other agencies. The
major proportion of the cost of carrying out planetary sci-
ence and exploration is con6umed by mission design, hard-
ware : and operation_, with only a small part of the support
designated for basic theoretical and laboratory +..,rk. (We
distinguish here :,etween 'data analysis' and basic theory
aimed at understanding phenomena in terms of fundamental
principles.) in the theoretical areas; wt ich are the sub-
ject of this report, much oc the present support appears
i	 to be targeteu toward work deemed to satisfy preconr-ived
0	 notions of direct relevance to aissions. However, most
important disco%eries and advances in theoretical research
are unexpected and unpredictable.
One recent example of this was the prediction of the
hign internal temperatur e of Io due to tidal friction. The
basic research that developed the analysis applied to Io
was originally notiva*_ed by a desire to understand the role
of tidal dissipation in the thermal history o! the Earth's
Moon. This earlier work excited little attention since
tidal contributions to the Moon's total neat budget prov-zd
to be negligible. There was no connection with any mission
at the time, but the research added to our store of knowl-
edge of the solar system in general. Ho, !ever, subsequent
application of the analysis to Io, just before the voyager
1 discovery of active volcanoes on that body, catapulted
rr
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the earlier work to a position of prominence and relevance
as an explanation for a major mission discover y . This is
an example where a small investment by NASA in non-misaion-
oriented theoretical research resulted in a significant
scientific return and ultimately r- , :pported mission science
in an important way. Similar examples are commonplace and
abound through all areas of scientific research. It is
essential to the health of space science that the basic,
generalized research endeavor3 receive adequate support.
I6
Computational Needs cf Theorists
THE DIVERSITY OF COMPUTATIONAL NEEDS
The computational needs of a theorist in space sciences
cannot be characterized easily. Some theorists are pri-
marily oriented toward analytical work, using only paper
and pencil. If they need to use a computer it is only of
a small scale, to evaluate a Lew formulas perhaps. Only s
few types of problems in the space sciences are amenable
to this approach. The analytical theorist is p rawn toward
such problems primarily because they are tractable for aim.
One type of sucn problem may be highly complex but
governed by precisely known laws of physics or chemistry,
which can to applied within fairly accurate approximations
or in which the uncertainties can be clumped into param-
eters that are left for later determination. Investiga-
ticns in celestial mcc:ianics and planetary dynamics are
often of this type. At the extreme lie problems that are
attacked by back-of-the-envelope, order-of-ragr.itude
metnods, which pi imarill constitute the testing of the
feasibility of new ideas.
Neither of these types of problems are likely to lead
to a close confrontation between theory and observation in
space sciences, yet i-0th approacaes are needed within `he
diverse theoretical comn.unity that contributes to our
growing enderstanding of these suoiects. The computational
requirements of sucl tneorists are usually minimal.
Other theorists may be closely involved in the analys.c
of spice-derived data, in which case their computational
nee , s are likely t^, be similar to the data-mana ,7ement ,seeds
of the experimenters. S.nce active collaborations between
the theorist: and the experimenters is frequently involved,
it shou'.d not in general be too hard to accomaodate the
needs of the thtorist within the same o mputational facil-
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't:r­_ that serve tfe data-handling needs of the Principal
Investigator (PI) whose data are being ured.
These computational facilities frequei:tly consist of a
minicomputer system located at the laboratory of the PI.
Some theorists not engaged in data analysis may also have
computational needs that can be met with stand-,lone small
computers, ranging from desktop microcomputers to mini-
computer systems dedicated to extensive calculations. Such
systems can be very cost-effective compared with the use
of a local institutional mainframe computer, provided the
annual cost of doing the desired computations on the main--
frame is a substantial fraction of the purchase price of
the smaller system. This threshold is quite easily passed
by many investigators since increasin g ly larger fractions
of the charnes for mainframe time represent salaries of
operators and systems personnel, Shile the cost of small
stand-alone systems decreases visibly from year to year.
:rese computational costs can be quite modest parts of
the expense of supporting ::mall theoretical groups or of
isolated theorists. However, it is neQessar y to draw
attention to the fact that some problems in the space
sciences -_quire a massive cc,mputing effort for which the
costs c_n be substantial. Generally these problems are
those .nvolving simulations of the phy-ical and chemical
behav or of systems in space. Sict extensive computational
effor s are essential both fcr understanding the funda--
menta.i tehavior of the systems and for predicting the
observable characteristics of the systems with sufficient
accuracy to justify comparison with observations. We shall
refer to a the.:,rist engaged in such computations as a com-
putational space scientisr.
THE CHARACTER OF COMPUTATIONAL SPACE SCIENC_E
An excellent description of the concerns of the computa-
tional space scientist can be de:,uced fron a description
of th= computational physicist in the following quotation,
which is taken from 'Prospectus for Computational Physics,"
National Science Foundation, 1981:
The computational physicist leads a triple
life, Fiat, and foremost, he or she must be
fully conversant with conventional theoretical
physics and the analytical techniques used by
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theorlEts. Secondly, the computational physicist
must nave many of the practical skills of an
experimentalist. Thirdly, the computational
physicist laces the unique problems of computer
programming.
Specialized physics knowledge must be com-
bined with a general theoretical background in
order to i) formulate problems to be studied on
the computer; 2) have the physical insight to
gufae the project throug) the myriad of decisions
that must be made, and 3) be sure that the results
have a real impact on the understanding of the
problem being studied.
Equally important, tremendous analytical
ability may be required to develop and vnderstand
the test cases ana other tricks used to establish
the correctness of a computational procedure (botC
the algorithm used ana the computer program which
realizes the algorithm). Since the solution space
of discretizet: equations is very different from
the solution space of partial differential equa-
tions, great care :oust be exercised in inter-
preting the solutions.
Furthermore, like an experimentalist, the
computational physicist has an apparatus (the com-
puter) whose recalcitrance must oe overcome ana
whose idiosyncracies must be separated from the
uo7ect being studied. The physicist must under-
stand all sources of error in the caicvlations
ana design the code to Keep all the errors from
the approximations and numerical procedures under
control. Chese include the problems of numerical
instabil._ies, round-off errors and, in the most
extreme cases, the possirU ity of random hardware
errors. He or x'? must deal with the practical
limitatluns of l?mlted funding, pushing the capa-
bilities of the apparatus to its very limits to
enable carrying out com putations on the forefront
of physics research. often considerable entrepre-
neurial sK11is are required to o7tain the re-
sources needed to carry out the research.
Final_y, computer programming introduces
problems. Many experimentalists also face this
prooiem, but for the computatlor-el theorist the
programming problems have led to special ciffi-
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culties, including a great deal of misunder-
standinq end underestimation of the role and
intellectual quality of computational physics.
Computer programming and debugging is, in large
part, a mind-dulling, menial task, where hours
and days and weeks are spent making trivial
changes in response to trivial errors, or figuring
out how to 'ormat the output. Yet one muvt be
able at any moment to apply tt • e deepeac analytical
skills in u:der to uneerstand an unexpected result
o: to track down a subtle bug. The computational
physicist lives in perpetual terror that some un-
expected combination of circumstances will cause
the failure of a program in a real-life calcula-
tion despite the best efforts at debugging ind
testing the program. The computational physicist
may need a detailed understanding of how tt•e com-
puter works, and the nature of the compiler com-
piling the urograw, in order to know how to test
the program thoroughly and get it to run as fast
as possible.
Underlying the practical problems of computer
programming -s the fundamental proble. of reada-
bility of prcgrams. Are analytic theorist communi-
cates his or her results by wr-tiig a paper :n
which the results of his work are derived. An-
other theorist can read this paper, rederive the
results in it and use both the results and the
derivation in further work. In contrast, computer
progran-, the means by which computational results
are derived, are by them very rature unpublish-
able, and comp-,x programs can oily be read, if
at all, at enormous cost in time and effort.
Furthermore, reading a large program is not
enough; to achieve the understanding of another
theorist's program that is comparable to the
understanding of another theorist's analytic re-
sult requires building a totally new program to
carry out the same computation, running both pro-
grams, and tracking down all discrepancie.;.
PROBLEMS OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELING AND SIMULATION
The principal problem in computational simulation is
obtaining an adequate representation - f a physical system
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within the limitations of the capacity and capability of
the computational nardwate. Such a physical system is
often represented by spreading throughcuc its volume a mesh
of points dt which the physical variat,les can be rei,rP-
sented. The number of such point% depends very much on
the degree of symmetry that the system is assumed to have.
In a one-dimensional system 100 mesh points are
typically required, although complexity sometimes drives
the number over 1000. Such a system might involve
spherica.' symmetry so that the oimensi,: ^ involved in the
calculation. .ruld be the radial distance. Much Modeling
of stars and planets can be done thi_ ray vn minicomputers,
and evolutionary sequences of such mode's may take hours,
gays, ar even a small number of weeks. On a mainframe
computer sucn CompLtatiors can usually be done a5uut an
order of magnitude faster ttan on 	 minicomputer, and some-
times they can be done 2 orders of magnitude faster on a
computer such as the CDC 7600. Some theorists are content
to work at minicomputs: speeds, perhaps becaui.e they have
no choice or because they value the interactive capa-
bilities of the minicomputer. Other theorists feel that
they cannot do their work properly without the faster feed-
back of the whole problem obtainable with the mainframes.
Most problems cannot !.e done with assumptions of
spherical symmetry, except sometimes in an exploratory
sense, so that two- or three-dimensional calculations
become necessary for proper simulation. If each one of
these dimensions must be divided into about 100 elements
for proper calculation, then we start dealing with
typically 1U 4 mesh points to: a two-dimensional calcula-
tion and 10 6 mesh points for a three-dimensional calcula-
tion. Calculations of hydrodynamical flows of interest in
the space Sciences are approaching these degrees of com-
plexity. Some of the two-dimensional calculations have
been done with miricomputers, L-.t t' , e three-dimensional
calculations have generally required very fast mainframes
and significantly less than 100 resolution elements per
dime^sion.
Not all modeling and simulation computations can oe
described in precisely these terns, but mere is usually
some dimensional hierarchy involved in such problens, so
that similar cons.der3tions apply.
From this it may be seen that the spatial d>scription
of a system is limited tc, ratner low resolution. Attempts
to obtain better resoluti•.3n very Quickly challenge the
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limits of computational capability. For example, to in-
crease the spatial resol ,iticn by a facto[ of 2 would
generally require ir.cre_^si-:l the number of mesh points in
a three-dimensional proble ,n by a factor of 8. The computa-
tion time may easily increase by an ever, larger factor,
since it may be necessary to decrease the times interval
between models in a model sequence. Since iho pursuit of
realism in simulation problems irequentty demands the best
attainabl y resolution, there are classes of theoretical
problems that require massive an(- •lr'a of ccaputa`irio.
MEETING T%E COMPUTATIOWL NTEDS O. THEORISTS
It is important that NASA recognize that m_etzng the compu-
tational need .; ur theorists is an intrinsic part of the
suppr,rt for theory. liars can sometimes be done through
the inclusion of funds for use of the insr.i^-ution's central
computational facilit y in theoret i c al ararta or contracts.
However, if the annuai cost of Suck: computing is within a
factor of 2 or 3 of t e purchase o, suitable equipment that
would allow such computations to be carried out by the
theoretical group itrse. 1 f, then that alternative should be
seriousl} considered.
In this respect it is important to tale account of
another difference between the theorist and the data-
gathering scientist. The data analysie. may require
stand-alone system, and it may be necessary to hire compu-
tational staff to take care of the chore of mounting anal
demcunting a lot u! ma gnetic tapes, as well as )ther data-
management activitLes. Since the theorist do.--- extensive
L.!lculatiors that rarely have a great deal rf data input
(usually called " number crunching"), such 	 computational
staff person is usually not required. If the theorist is
prepared to we nage a computing systert by himself, with the
assistance- of postdoctoral research e.sscciates and
students, his com?utational costs can b-i quite small. If
additional people must be hired, them tie breakeven point
at which his stand-alone system becones cost-effective may
be substantially raised.
The Froblen,s of support for large-scale computations
are much more acute. in "Prospectus for Computational
PhyFics r
 ( National Science Fuundation, 1:71), it is esti-
mated that dir ct expenditures oo ccmputioa in theoretical
physics through NSF grants amounts to abou $400,000 per
I
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year but that the actual level of effort in such computa-
tions has been in excess of $10 million per year and is
dropping owing to various fiscal problems. These computa-
tions are usually done by "moonlighting" on larye main-
frames, which means that their real costs exist but are
charged to other efforts. This is not a healthy way to do
science, and NASA should not rely on moonlighting as a way
of carrying )ut large-scale calculations.
It is often suggested that NAS.+. make time available on
its large mainframe computers for theoretical computations
by theorists it supports. In fact, if significant surplus
tine develops on such computers, NASA usually repords ty
cutting back on the available hours for computation on
those computers. Thus there is no practical way for the
office of Space Science and Applications to avoid paying
the costs of 'large ar..ounts of mainframe time in order to
support the computational activities that are required for
that kind of theoretical support. However, NASA should
examine whether it can support these activities more
economically by paying the marginal costs of keeping itE
mainframe computers operating for longer hours in order to
accommodate ti,^-ortsts.
A special case is presented by the Numerical Aero-
dynamic Simulator, a large, fast computer that NASA hopes
to buili to form a kind of numerical wind tunnel that
simulates the flow of air over the wings and bodies of air-
craft but that will also be suitable for more general com-
putations that can efficiently use parallel computation..
Such a machine can make highly valuable contributions to
intensive calculations in the space sciences, and we recom-
mend that NASA make available some of its time for th.s
purpose.
Another approach is also becoming feasible ti.ith the
continued development of new hardware capabilities. Ex-
tensive calculations are now becoming possible through the
use of array or attached processors that may operate in
conjunction w An a minicomputer or mainframe. Ti,ese
processors are reducing the unit cosh of intensive compu-
tational efforts by substantial factors. we recommend that
NASA provide funds to space-science groups with large com-
putatrunal needs to purchase and operate array processors
attached to large minicomputers, where this would be more
economical than supplyinq funding for computation or,
expensive mainframes.
7
Participation of Theorists in NASA Programs
DEVELAPMFNT OF SPA(M-SCIENCE STRATEGIES AND MISSION
PLANNING
Spacecraft missions provide a unique means with which to
carry out scientific investigations of otherwise inacces-
sible ob)ects. Spacecraft orbiting the earth or the Sun
permit in situ measuremen ^ of the upper atmosphere as well
as the r.agnetospheric and interplanetary plasmas, parti-
cles, and fields. Instruments placed above the Earth's
atmosphere open otherwise inaccessible windows for observa-
tion of astronomical bodies ranging from Ue Sun to dis-
tant, exotic otjects. Missions to deep space permit
closeup scrutiny and investigation of the planets and
exploration of the distant parts of the heliosphere. The
motivation for undertaking ttese investigations is to
elucidate the structure and composition of the world
around us, to illuminate our understanding of natural
phenomena, and to form the foundation of our knowledge of
the origin and evolution of the solar system and the
universe.
The opportunities for spacecraft missions are rela-
tively infrequent; the missions demand a large dedication
of time and resources. The choice of investigations and
the strur ' ure and, operation of the missions should ensure
that they maintain a sharp focus on important scientific
questions. This requires that missions should ensure that
they maintain a sharp focus on important scientific ques-
tions. This requires that missions be des:gn,ad un the
basis of a sound picture of our .,resent knowledge, under-
standing, and conceptions.
The framework of our understanding of the universe is
embodied in our theoretical knowledge. The essential in-
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fluence of this theoretical knowledge on spacecraft inves-
tigations has several parts.
The theoretical framework defines the significance of
existing observations and of possible new observations. By
tying together seemingly diverse phenomena, and by fitting
them into a structure founded on simplifying ideas or on
first principles, our theoretical Knowledge points the way
to new measurements and observations targeteC most closely
at carrying our understanding forward.
Our theoretical knowledge, based on earlier observa-
tions and measuremens, defines the precision necessary for
new experiments to have a significant impact on our under-
stinding. Subtle and diverse criteria must be used in
setting measurement accuracie.. 	 be demandeu of new mis-
sions. At the minimum, it is rcc-scary that measurements
be sufficient _o differentiate among our major prPconcep-
tions and theories.
Altogether, just as in all areas of physical sciences,
an effective and scientifically penetrating program of
space-based invescigations can only thrive in the presence
of strong programs of theoretical study. In the earliest,
exploratory phases of some investigations, the theoretical
involvement is sometimes minimal; and in some areas of
science, it is essential that some lev : l of inveotigation
of a purely exploratory character cont.nue indefinitely.
However, as individual disciplines evolve from their
earliest discovery phases into the more advanced scientific
stages that produce a conceptual understanding of objects
and phenomena, the role that theory plays becomes prominent
and essential. This evolution has occurred in solar and
space physics and is now taking place in major areas of
pla, tary science an ,'. ,.-t-rophysics.
Two elements are necessary to provide an effective
interaction between experimental space science and theory.
The first is a strong overall program of theoretical re-
search. This research should inciade a wide range of acti-
vities from phenomenological studies, sometimes in associa-
tion with specific missions, to basic investigations of
fundamental processes of general interest to cosmic sci-
ence. A research program of this scope is necessary if the
broad ramifications of ideas developed in space -3cience are
to ue understood, if the detailed knowledge needed to sup-
port specific spacecraft missions is to L! developed, and
if the new ideas that will fuel future im -stigat i cus are
to be invented. 11
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The second element in an effective interaction is the
involvement of knowledgeable theorists in mission-planning
activities at all levels from the formulation of long-term
scientific strategies througn the planning and operation cf
specific missions. As measurement capabilities become more
sophisticated and as the questiciaz that they address come
closer to answering specific questions about the nature of
phenomena, the design and execution of experiments require
more detailed knowledge of theoretical ideas and predic-
tions to isolate the most diagnostic me,,surements.
Participation by theorists in planning in astrophysics
has been poor even at the strategy level, although recently
it has Improved slightly. For example, the Committee on
Space istrenomy and Astrophysics of the Space Science Board
has generally had 2 theorists out of 15 members and cur-
rently has 3. However, the NASA (in-house) Spare Science
Advisory Committee ha y no theorists in :._trophysics. At
the levels of working groups and mission planning, the
situation is no better. The High Energy Mission Operations
Working Group (HEAMOWG) has 0/16 theorists, the AXAF Sci-
ence working Group has 0/16 theorists, and similar figures
hold for the Infrared/Opt 4 cal and Ultraviolet mission
Operations working Groups. i,x a consequence, a broad per-
sp,ective on the issues that future missions can address is
sometimes lacking, and theoretical input into the defini-
tion of individual missions is often haphazard.
A number of recent activities exhibit the necessary
and fruitful trend toward a greater role in theory in the
development of Etrategies and ir, mission planning and
operations in the space sciences. These inc Lide the
genesis and execution of the Pioneer Venus mission and the
development of the Galileo mission in the planetary sci-
eaces, the planning of the International Solar Polar Mis-
sion in solar and space plasma physics, and the planning
of the X-Ray Timing Explorer in astrophysics (which is
described in Charter G).
In about 1968, a small group of theorists became con-
cerned about the prospects for making significant procress
in our understanding of Venus. A completely cloud-covered
planet, it was proving intractable to the customary remote-
sensing methods, even from flyby missions. The approzch
advocated was therefore an entry probe, instrumented to
make direct measurements of structure, comoosition, cloud
t)alance, and radiation fields -- an integrated set of
parameters bearing on a wide range of basic under-
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standing. Later, it became evident that three additional
probes, less heavil, instrumented, rouid be accommodated,
and exploration of geogzaphical diversity and wind fields
was added. Suitable experiments were sought; one of these
was developed into feasibility and successfully flown. In
1970, the Space Science Board sponsored a summer study that
set the tone of the subsequer:t program, including the addi-
tion of an orbiter with heavy emphasis on aeronomy. This
tradition of concentration on integrated scientific objec-
tives, with appropriate theoreti^al input, has continued
through all the subseqL-nt phases of competition, selec-
tion, construction, operation, and extensions of the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter mission. The same arguments applied
to Jupiter have had great influence or. the concept and
execution of the Gelileo mission, and many of the same
people have been involved.
THE THEORIST'S ROLE IN FLIGHT MISSIONS
On the whole, there has recently been a significant partic-
ipation of theorists in flight missions. Some future r.iis-
sions may lean more toward facility-type operations where
a different organization may be appropriate. Our sugges-
tions here may need modification with experience, although
Guest Investigators can play a major role.
The classical roles for theoretical participation are
the following:
1. Interdisciplinary Scientist (IDS) -- The IDS is
selected by a procedure similar to that for an experiment,
by evaluation of a pro posal submitted in response to an
Announrrment of Opportunity, dunding io provided through
the Project Office just 3s it is for an expe.iment.
2. Co-Investigator (Co-I) or experiment team member
-- The Co-1 is invited by a prospective Principal investi-
gator (PI) to participate in the writing of a proposal, the
management of the experiment, and the data analysis;. If
the experiment is selected, fundi,-g for all the Co-I's is
channeled through the P'.
3. Guest Investigator -- Sometime after launch (or
encounter), it is usual to bring in a number of Guest In-
vesti gators to participate in the data analysis. Again,
they are competitively chosen; funding may be through the
Project Oifice or direct from NASA Hearl,auar(ers.
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Scientific guidance of an active mission rests with the
Pro3ect Scientist, an employee of	 field center that
manages the mission, and the Science Steering Group (SSG;
other names are also used, such as Prn7ect science Group
or Investigator Working Group. SSG membership includes
all Pi's and some or all IDS's. Normally, the chairman is
the Project Scientist, but on Pioneer Venus (PV), it is an
IDS; vice chairmen are the Project Scientist and another
IPS. On both PV and Galileo, an SSG committee of half a
dozen members participates actively in mission planning
with several IDS members; and scientific working groups
are usual'_y chaired by IDS's.
IDS activities differ greatly before and after launch
(for planetary missions substitute encounter for launch).
Before launch the primary activities involve mission over-
view and detailed planning, through quarterly SSG meetings,
meetings of the operational planning committee, and inter-
actions between meetings with the Project Scientist, the
Project Manager, and others. It is important that the SSG
ajvise NASA and the project while trying to keep in view
the overall goals of the mission. While outside bodies
can and do help with this process, only the SSG has the
detailed information that is most often necessary.
At the level of individual experiments, exactly similar
functions should be performed by the Co-I's in advising the
PI. The degree to which this actually happens is dependent
on the management style of the particular PI, and on many
experiments it seems to worr, ..all. It is also necessary to
have adequate funds if the process is to succeed, and in
the u_-ual case of tight funding .neetings of experiment
teams are likely to be among the first to suffer.
Funding is re uired for IDS's and theoris t_ Co-I's to
perform their other natural function of doing scientific
studies to prepare intellectually for analysis and inter-
pretation of mission results. Again this money frequently
disappears or is greatly reduced early in the life of many
missions as more urgent demands appear. A recent and par-
ticularly flagrant case of cost-cutting involved the elita-
ination of support for IDS's on the International Solar
Polar Mission during one cf its fiscal crises. Under such
circumstances it is not surprising that many theorists
turn to other activities until data start arriving. The
tenacious few who remain active usually do so for the less
Tangible rewards of doing a good job and contributing to
the success and effectiver..:!ss of a mission. These activ-
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sties are therefore being subsidized by the theorists'
institutions or their nonmission research grants, a ques-
tionable but all too common situation.
After launch (or encounter), most of these activities
continue, although they are orientea entirely towara opera-
ticns and sequencing since the hardware is otherwise unac-
cessible. Theorists participate in scientific analysis
ana publication. Many ICS's feel rather frozen out of this
activity, which initially involves mainly the members of
exEeriment teams. In the not infrequent case where the
same individual plays both roles, the Co-I activity tends
to nominate. Later, the truly interdisciplinary activity
become s both appropriate and feasible. Normally, there is
agreement that IDS ' s, and often PI's as well, have access
to many or all da • -• sets for study purposes. when papers
start teing writ-n, PI ' s whose aata are involved are
invited to beromc- authors, ana they may bring in members
of their own teams. A still later phase is the organiza-
tion of symposia, working-group papers, and books. ICS's
are often active in such activities.
Fun.iing is usually much closer to aaequate for the
postlaincr, phase, though tigntness is often evident. Uther
rewa-ds are the usual ones for scientific activity! publi-
cati-Pn and presentation of papers, the respect of one's
peers, and perhaps promotion.
THE ROLE OF THE Cu-1
The advantages of theorists participating in hardware in-
vestigaticns are (1) input into the parameters that the in-
strument is designed -o measure ana (2) an earl} start in
the use of inflight measurements.
Consider first the az antages of input to the instru-
ment design. It is generally not possicle to design the
perfec t- instr , ,ment for a given mission that will proviae
definitive measurements for all conceivably- phenomena.
Tniz restriction generally arises from limits to sensor
technology and spacecraft logistics of w,ss, power, and
telemetry. Hence, a comprom • se between desires and
practicalities must be determined in order to set the
observational and interpretive goals for the instrument
proposal. Since the ent_re set of sucn goals for the
--ccessrully proposeo instruments determines the detailed
scientific purpose .,f a given mission, the direct par^ic-
I
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ipation of theorists in the instrumentation proposals
directly aftects the scope and direction of the mission.
These benefits are not generally gained with separite inde-
pendent proposals oy theorists, interdisciplinary scien-
tists, and others. As an example, in the case of the
International Sun-Earth Explorer plasma instruments, jr.
early compromise das necessary during the conceptual stage
as to whether velocity and angular resolutions of for and
electron velocity distributwns should be favorer, over
temporal resolution. More precisely, the scope of the
investigation was restricted by the telemetry ratf assigned
to t,)e instrument. The decision was to favor detailed
three-dimensional measurements of the velocity distribution
and has resulted in current substantial progress in the
understanding of plasma instabilities and convection in
the Earth's magnetosphere.
After the conceptual and proposal stages of the mis-
sion, and before the period of analysis of inflight obser-
vation , theorist participation ib minimal during the
implementation phase. However, the interest of Co-I's may
be greater at this stage relative to that of theorists
attached to the mission in other roles.
The second su--)stantial advantage of tneorlSC£, as
Co-I's in ar. instrument investigation, 1s their ability to
participate in the timely analyses of measurements in
direct contact with the experimentalists. The familiarity
that they have gained with the capabilities of the instru-
mentation a-id the direct line of communicati psi w_ th the
eApe rimenters seems to generate an atmosphere for more
immediate analyses of the data.
In the past, it nab often been financiall; expeditious
to eliminate funds for theorists engaged in instrument in-
vestigation6 as Co-I's in order to minimize mission colts.
The magnitude of the costs involved are relatively small
and the gains are great since the attentions of the treo-
rists are brought t^, bear immediately on the ob)ective^ and
practicalities of a mission, as opposed to participating
much more indirectly via general theoretical grants.
HISTORY Or' THh 1 r)S ARRANCEMENT
The pioneering mission in appointing IDS's was F.tmosphere
Explorer (AE), a set of three sequential spacecr.:tt in-
volved it a detailed study of the Earth's thermosphere and
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ionosphere. Three theorists were included in the Science
Team as PI'S. A relevant question in examining the role
of (-heo:ists and the IDS in NASA missions is; "What events
leo to the inclus_or of theorists on the AE team?" The
answer to the question can be traced directly to the state
of thermospneric aeronomy at the time the AE approach was
conceived. In the mid-1960s thermospheric and ionospheric
aeronomy had reached a point of stagnation. A great wealth
of data had been acquired in the preceeding lU years using
rockets, Atmosphere Explorers A and B, and the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory series. Many new disccveries
su).ted from these missions; however, analysis of data was
largely centered around the measu-events made by a specific
instrument by the PI and Co-I's.
rhese early missions constituted an exploratory phase
in the history of the thermosphere, whe r e most of the many
important processes affecting the behavior of the thermos-
phere were identified, but quantitative evaluation of the
integrated effect of these processes on the thermosphere
wPs not possible or practical
There were many reasons for the stagnation thEt was
reached, not the least of which was the cumberaomf way in
which the acquisition and transmission of data to investi-
gators was handled. Location of individual data sets at
the sites of the PI's rendered coordinated problem solving
too intractable a procedure to attract scientists to
attempt broader-scope analysis.
It was realized oy a s..:all group of people at Goddard
Space Flight center (GSFC) and at NASA Headquarters that
the modus operandi had to be drastically charged if sig-
nificant new progress was to be made. Much effort had been
expended in perfecting the i^dividual instruments needed to
study the multifarious processes that occur in the thermos-
phere. What was needed was the unification of a comprehen-
sive group of such instruments into a single machine to
realize the capability to measure simultaneously all the
parameters .-cued to def`ne the state of the thermospilerE
at any given location in space and any instant in time.
Many people, if not the ma3ority, doubted the feasi-
1 —ity of the concept. it was not simply a question of
hardware; the entire philosophy of doing upper-atmospheric
science had to be changed. People had co be convinced that
the time had come for individuals to cooperate with col-
leagues, organizers, and planners from NASA Headquarters
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and GSFC to pursue a unified attack on the thernor:ptrere to
its conclusion.
If the thermospheric system was to be treated ae a
whole, it was clear tha'_ the entire mode of doing science
would have to involve a great deal of advance planning. A
comprehensive understanding of the overall theruwspheric
systems was essential. PI's could not work entirely on
their own, since there was now an coligation to produce
data that would be optimized for tiro attainment of a
greater goal. Hence, it was essential to have scientists
with a broad perspective of the problems to be addressed.
Guidance could oe provided in terms of what parameters
would be most useful and what ranges and accuracy would be
required to address various prot:lem^. A fundamental aspect
of the inified or team approach was the need fur ready
accessability of all data by all team meabers, which was
acnieved via a central computer at GSFC, whicn maintained
a lare-e fraction of the data on-line in a form that coulu
be accessed via remote terminal links.
Historically, the time was ri,--e for this unified
approach to ,^ Iar-terrestrial problems to begin with the
thermosphere. Clearly such an approach would not function
su(-:cesstully in an entire_f exploratory space mission,
since quantitative plannino would not be poss).ble. Never-
theless, clear and useful roles have emerged for the IDS
on missions that include a significant exploratory aspect.
Any planetary mission, for example, involver tour planning
that demands science input from many areas to optimize
trade-offs.
Following AE, many far-sighte9 people in the scientific
field recognized the value of the s.E approach. There was a
growing realization during the 1970s that solar-terrestrial
pnysics had progressed tc a level of understanding similar
to that of the thermosphere in the mid-196bs and that if
the solar-terrestrial system were t, be treated as a whole,
the same basi<: philosophy would app'y. Naturally, data
.could be Gathered by miany vastly different instruments on
wid^ly uiffering missions. This diversity of requirements
with accompanying potential trade-offs, more than ever,
indicated the need for one role of theorists, or IDb's, in
future missions.
The success of the ,aE approach to the tnermosphere !ed
small group of sctentist^ familiar with the AE system to
:. • ,vestigate a similar approach for the exploration of
Ven-is, which evolved into Pioneer '+emus (:V). They sug- 	
7 I
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Bested that tine AE approach be followea particularly fur
the Orbiter, which was the first aeronomy mission to an-
otti?r planet. Elever IDS's were subsequently chosen for
the two Pioneer Venus missions. IDS's have been deeply
involved in all phases of the mission, and their relation-
ship with Pi's has generally been excellent.
The Space Science Board endorsed the uV model in
Strategy for_Exploration of the Inner Planets: !977-1987
(Space Science Beard, 19781). Although this r-:commendation
was directed specifically to planetary missions, it has
been taken up by NASA and has been widely applied to solar-
terrestrial and astrophysics missions as well. The fol-
lowing quote is fron, that publication:
INTERDISCIPLINAM SCIENTIST STATEMENT
In considering the role of the scientific com-
munity for the purposes of studying and analyzing
data from a deep-space mission, it is the view of
OOMPLE.. (Cc•mmittee on Planetary and Lunar Expl.ora-
tionj that aurina the postflight phase "members of
a more general scientific community as well as the
exoetlmp nt team should be involved in the study
and data analysis' (P.eport on Space Science 1975,
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.0
1976) .
Extending this point of view, COMPLEX has
discussed the desirability of a broader participa-
tion by interaisciplinacy scientists during a
mission_ As a result of extensive discussions,
COMPLEX unanimously agrees that every proposed
Planetary mission shouid follow the lead of
Atmosphere Explorar and Pioneer Venus in having
intezdisciplinary scientists appointed to the
mission Science Steering Group. These people
should have the status of Pri..,ipal Investigators
and an equal vote or a voice on the Science
Steering Group. Their most obvious role during
and after the mission is t^ organiee cooperative
investigations using data from more than one ex-
periment. They can have, however, a different
and perhaps even more valuable part during the
planning and early operational phases. Here they
can assist prcject scientists to maintain balance
among the experimenters and group of experiments
E9
and ensure that the scientific return ;% opti-
mized. They should bring a broad scientific view
to the mission and see that priorities are main-
tained in their proper order. In the case of
choosing alternate mission profiles, the inter-
disciplinary scientists can aid the scientific
decision-making process without a personal com-
mitment to the use of a particular instrument.
E The presence of interdisciplinary scientists on a
steering group should greatly aid the project sci-
entist in keeping the major mission objectives in
proper perspective.
we c%.^ncur with the procedure used on Atmos-
phere Explorer and Pioneer Venus to select inter-
disciplinary scientists on the basis of their
response to an announcement of flight opportunity
(AFO) and endorse it as standard practice in the
r	 issuance of AFO's for all future missions.
With the advent of AE and PV and with Galileo in an
advanced stage of development, we have sufficient data to
review and assess the actual role that the IDS has played
in NASA missions to date.
A verbal poli of the AE, PV, and Galileo communities
yielded an unanimous and resounding YES to the question:
Has the IDS proved to be a valuable asset to NASA mis-
sions?" Reasons for this response are given below. In the
case of PV, the IDS's assumed an active role in mission
planning. Unlike n.S, where the Project. Scientist chaired
1	 the Science Team, the chairman of the PV SSG was an IDS
elected by the SSG. The IDS's provided valuable indepen-
dent quidarce in mission planning. The Project Scientist
is always a member of a NASA center and as such closely
tied to the Project Office. The IDS's are generally quite
independent and have exhibited no tendency to be unduly
influenced by the project. Rather, the IDS community has
injected much original thinking into the system, which has
stimulated the project to respond in a positive way. Minor
reports were received of lack of appreciation on the part
of some IDS's of the iimications imposeC by vailable re-
sources. However, there is general agreement that the
IDS's contributions have nad a positive effect on mission
planning.
Although PI's have generally filled the role of the IDS
in the past, the Pi is preoccupied with the welfare of his
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own instrument. His highest priority is to achieve what is
beat for his investigation, i.e., more weiynt, more power,
more money, and getting it built.
The IDS on the other hand is yenerally an individual
unburdened with hardware responsiLility. Although there
are Gabes of some IUS's who nave not partici pated in mis-
sion, planning, the majority have served in several valuable
roles. For example, in th-, case of PV and AE, IUS's pre-
pared review articles of outstanding problems to be
attacked. The IDS's were leaf authors in those instances
and shouldered much of the work. on Galileo, the IDS's
have voiced their views at Project Sttering Group meetings
from the planninc Dhases, and this has proved valuable.
Their contributions have brought perspective to the dis-
cussions involving M ade-offs with regard to the tour
design, particularly in making valve judgments that are
based on overall goals to be attained. Such guidance has
been valuable to the Project ;tanager, whu has tc make aif-
ficult deci--ions betwee- science on the one hand and risk
or other factors on the other. The IDS's iron: different
disciplines can help in making sound judgments when re
source limitations force choices between modifying one
instrument or omitting another. Their independence permits
a more unbiased opinion as to what is of yredLest scien-
tific value. A primary asset is that the IDS body consti-
tutes a source of information familiar with the ins and
outs of the project from the start.
Because the IDS is frequently an individual of stature
in the field, they have served to represcr.t the interest
of the mission on national committees and to Congress.
They also have played an important role in keep , -.g the
National Rese-irch Council informed in their Poalysis of
missions. Generally the IDS's have demonstrated the
willingness to work for the Project and to compile neces-
sary reports, which would require time the experimental
PI's are often unable to live.
In the data-analysis Dhese, the IDS's have successfully
carried out their primary responsibilities, namely, the
integrated analysis of data taken from many instruments,
with the development of new theoretical models. Although
guest investigatcrs have played valuable roles, the IDS's
are mare familiar with the orbital details of the mission,
the status and quality of aata, and of the various
instruments.
ThP ro,:t of an IDS is small romDared with the overall
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cost of the mission. Pis such, NASA received a very lu gh
return for each dollar invested in the IDS, yet many IDS's
did not have adequate funds to attend SSG meetings. The
IDS program within the International Solar Polar Mission
was one of the first items to be eliminated in a budget
cutback.
People polled were unanimous in the opinon that IDS
funding was inadequate and that their co ntributioiis to a
mission ar^ significant.
PLANNING FOR TtiE UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARt3l SATELLITE
The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) program was
planned and is being conducted to mdxtMlZe tt,e contribu-
tions of the theorist. In this sense, the • erm "theorist"
really indicates an individual whose participation in the
program is not connected to the design and fabrication of
an instrument. The LIARS Science Working Group (SWG) was
estab) shed by the Solar-Terrestrial Office of the Office
of Space Sciences, NASA, in October 197; to develop a
satellite program to conduct research on the chemistry,
energetics, and dynamics of the Earth's upper atmosphere.
Approximately hall of the SWG were theorists in the afore-
mentioned sense. This was considered appropriate since one
of the principal virtues of this satellite system was that
it would allow the study of the interaction of dynamic,
chemical, and energetic input processes by simultaneous
me-9urements on a single space^raft. It was recognized
that the interaction among physical processes is en-
countered more frequently in the construction of theoret-
ical models of the upper atmosphere than in the design and
construction of specific instruments.
The final report of the UARS SWG stated the following:
"It is expected that the overall direction of scientific
activities within the various UARS missions will be di-
rected and coordinatec through a Science Team composed of
the experimental and theoreticAl trincipal Investigators."
The responsibilities of these wo tYpes of Pi's was set
forth as follows:
The Experimental P.I.'s, and their Co-Inves-
tigators, will have the usual responsibility for
developing a particular instrument and conducting
analyses of their observations to yield quantities
Il
of geophysical interest. In aalition, it is er.-
pected that the experimental teaiss will partic-
ipate in extensive data analysis and interpreta-
tion using relevant theory. Another ^ateaory of
Principal lnvestigator, and assocrate,a Co-Inves-
trgator, will include theoreticians with expertise
spanning a broad range of interests relevant to
the upper atmosphere, as well as the interpreta-
tation of ercpe rrmental data. On the one sl.de,
there is a need for theoreticae-% to be involved
in the conversion of radiance L.-a into accurate
geophysical information. On the other, yeo-
phfsically oriented theoreticians are needed to
conduct extensive diagnostic studies, to develop
new theory, and to verify theory by comparing the
results of complex simulation models with t.,e
actual behavior and structure of the atmosphere.
,ne preliminary selection of investigations wan
announced in the S pring of 1980 and included 16 exp-!ri-
mental PI's and 10 theoretical P1's with about twice as
many experiments selected as will eventually fly. Thus,
the OARS program nas been conceived and carried out, so
far, in a manner that enSL-res sigorfrcant involvement of
theorists in the program. Tnis is crucial to the success
of the UARS, ur indeed to any Program that is built around
the urtailed analysis of physical processes rather than
being exploratory in nature. As noore and mere NASA satel-
lite programs se o k detailed understanding, it will be ever
more important to assure significant involvement of theo-
rists in all phases of these missions.
PROBLEM AREAS
Once NASA nas chosen the members of an SSG, it leaves it to
that group and the Project Office to define its own roles
.ana relationships. This degree of autonomy is generally
good but carries some problems. The PI holds far more
cards, more resources of not , money and manpower, and con-
trol of information, data, and C:o-I funding. Svme SSG's
have adopted a set of "Rules of the Road," taking as a
starting point those agreed on by the AE team. Such rules
have seldom needed to be invoked; the experience of working
together f..r several years ham made this unnecessary.
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There are still problems; the IDS who does not contribute
until the data start flowing or the PI who ie unable to
release the data or unwilling to do so until everythirg
can ue guaranteed are examples. In many cases peer pre'^-
sur^ can be brought to bear; administrative pressure is
available but ;Aay not De effective btuause the cooperation
of the individual is essential, or because real problems
exist that take time and resources to solve.
RULES OF THE ROAD FOR AE INVESTIGATORS AND CO-
INVESTIGATORS
Investigations may be sponsored only by
Invescigators (AE Aeronomy Team members).
2. Data will be placed in the public domain
two years after acquisition, when those not having
an association with AE mat have access to the
data.
3. InvestigatorL may nct "stake-out" spe-
cific areas precluding other Investigators from
working in that area.
4. Any Investigator whose data are being
used in an investigation has the right to be in-
cluded in the authorship of a resulting publica-
tion. It is the responsibility of the prime in-
vestigator to solicit the participation of the
investigator (which may be declined) whose data
are being used, during the formative stages of an
effort or paper.
5. There is no AE Aeronomy Team editorial
policy with regard to paper form or publication
medium.
6. Investigators, co-investigators, and
as7ociates have access to all Team data and publ!-
cation thereof, but the Investigator "in charge'
is responsible to the Team for prober control of
the dcta used in accord with 4 above.
7. Proposed and tentative investigations
(topics) will be sent to all Team members and in-
cluded in the PSM file list!ng unless some Team
member makes his objections known to the Protect
Scientist.
8. Indepe-dent scientists, not controlled
by a Team member, who supply data may also have
access to data in accord with the policy set forth
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in the "Opportunities Documert." Thus, outside
personnel can participate vith an Investigator if
(d) letters of cooperation in response to a Team
invitation limiting and specitying data avail-
ability and exchange are exchanges. (copies to Team
members) and (b) Team approval is ubtained prior
to problem work initiat i on. Cooperation with
personnel outside the Aeronomy Team must be based
on their providing suitable correlative data to
the Team and must be channelled through an inves-
tigator. Investigator inte • est, participation,
and responsibility are mandatory.
9. Investiqators can release their own data
to anyone they wish, but not the data of other In-
vestigators without their consent.
AE Team
June 1974
Insufficient funding is a problem that has been dis-
cussed above; it is so fundamental that it is mentioned
again here. If NASA regards itself as a m_ssion-oriented
agency, it would seem logical for missions to be fully
self-supporting; support of IDS's and Co-1's is seldom
adequate. An additional problem for the Co-1 is total
dependence on the good will of the P1, ever, if the experi-
ment as a whole is adequately funded.
The fundamental resource in managing or monitoring an
activity is information. This is why it is important to
hold frequent meetings of SSG's and experiment teams. A
critical decision or an oversight by a manager or PI can
be detected only if SSG or team members know what is going
on. In practice.. there are many more checks on a mission
than of en experiment, and it is up to each PI to see that
the team is in fact kept informed. The PI arrangement,
with responsibility and authority vested in one person, is
time-tested and effective; but one defect is that there is
no mechanism to enforce thin flow of inf.,rwation. In
principle, the team members should take the initiative if
the flo4 is inadequate, but in pr_,tice it is difficult for
them to k.now.
R
General Recommendations
From the discussion in the preceding chapters we conclude
that theoretical research of high quality is being carried
out in all the major physically oriented areas of space
science: astrophysics, plane'-ary sciences, and solar and
space physics. This research contributes to the space
program in a variety of ways in addition to its value as
science. The effectiveness of the theoretical effort in
many areas of NASA activity is limited oy the small number
of its funded pra.titioners not by the availability of
challenging and important problems. Some subdisciplines
suffer in having only a single active group, a situation
in which healthy criticism becomes scarce or absent. A
suustantial expansion of the relative level of effort in
theoretical space science within the total research pro-
gram is justified by the quality of current work and its
importance to NASA missions.
NASA needs theorists to support the development of
strategies for space science and the planning of space
missions, as well as ii. other activities requiring a broad
viewpoint. In many cases it is using a resource that it
did not develop or does no'. help to support. In a more
programmatic veiii, a resource that is not cultivated -nay
shrivel and become unavailable when most needed. Theo.et-
ical studies independent of parti.
	
ar experimental or
observational programs are valuable in all branches of
pnysical science.
SOLAR AND SPACE PHYSICS
We commend NASA for establishing support for an indepen-
dent theoretical research program in solar-system plasma
physics. This progam of grants is a balanced one, with
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efforts in solar, solar wind, magnetospheric, and, to a
lesr.cr extent, atmobpheric physics. It emphasizes
strengthening the role of basic plasma physics in zolar-
terrestrial physics. To this end, many new plasma
physicists, who never before co.itributed te ,
 space physics,
have been funded, and support was provided for numerical
modeling, one of the principa' terrestrial programs recom-
mended by many review p a nels. Many younger theorists, who
it is hoped will contri)ute to space physic.; ror want'
years, were given important responsibilities.
we also note with al-proval that the recent NASA defini-
tion of the proposed OPEN magnetospheric mission included,
for the first time, theoretical objectives as part of the
prime mission. Should OPEN be funded, we hope and expect
that a newly strengthened theoretical community will play
an important role in designing and carrying out its
mission.
Since many new theorists, and -nany younger ones, have
been br(_:rght into NASA • s new solar-terrestrial theory pro-
gram, it is essential that it he protected against infla-
tion, so that tLise involved in it will have time to bring
their programs tc, f-uition. At the same time, new theoret-
ical objectives not included in the present program will
inevitably emerge. Therefore, continuing review by NASA
and the :pace Science Board will De needed to assure the
optimum evolution of the Solar Terrestrial Theory program.
several yeas will be required to judge whether this pro-
gram encouraged theory "to play a central role in the
plann-d development of the field."
It is important that NF.SA's support of theory through
its existing Supporting Research and Technology programs
be maintained. r therw.se , the goal of the new program to
strengthen the existing terrestrial community substantially
will be compromised.
Increasing the theoretical soptis+ication of solar-
terrestrial physics goes hand in ha... with enhancing the
quality of its experimental data. Recognizing this, the
Committee on Solar and Spice Physics recommended (Space
Science Board, 1980):
Moreover. ;nc:ury and quantitative modeling
should guide As (solar-terrestrial physics']
entire information chair;--data acquisition, rec:uc-
tion, di ,,b.mination, correls t ion, storage, and
retrieval--to a 'nigher level of eophisticatioi., to
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provide prompt availability of coordinated data of
diverse origins.
Sola_-terrestrial physics has important ties with labo-
ratory plasma physics, planetary physics, and astrophysics.
Because these subjects are linked at the conceptual level,
and because their experimental techniques are very dif-
ferent, it is clear that theory must lead the way toward
realization of the benefits of cross-fertilization of idea
aria techni,,ae. NASA currently supports research involving
plasma theory in its astrr-ptysics, planetary physics, and
solar- errestriai physics prcgr;.ms_ we urge that NASA take
a mote unified viewpoint towa rd all of these efforts, since
they form parrs of the broad aia_ipline of pla :.a physics.
We we ld hope that each grouping of the plasma community
would respond to NASA's uioader outlook by widei,ing its re-
search objectives. In this way, for example, universities
will find the case even more compelling than at present to
support basic research in plasma physics "outside the labc-
ratory." To begin this process, we recommend support fo.
interdisciplinary workshops and laboratory experiments that
can illuminate the oehavior of space and astrophysical
plasmas.
ASTROPHYSICS
In order for theory to realize its important and proper
role in astrophysics `.wo elements must exist: (1) a
strong and ..IEper	 program of theoretical studies and
(2) participation	 involvement of theorists at all
levels of mission planning.
The first element requires a range of theoretical
activities, frov the analysis •.): data through basic and
fundamental theoretical studies not associated with par-
tirular missiers or mission objectives. Such a range of
activity is necessary for a healthy and vibrant theoretical
community, capatle of supporting ti:e present direc, ;.one of
snace-science investigation but also able to suppport new
anc unexpected directions.
The participati o n cf theorists is needed at all levels
of missior, planning, from the development of :pace-science
st=ategies to the definition of individual missions through
mission operations. C-1iy by such involvement can the best
use be made of the intrequcnt opportunities for space-
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science m i— ions and can rapid absorption and digestion of
the resulting data occur. Both of the above two elements
are increasing in importance as major areas in astrophysics
requiring
 spacecraft observations become (necessarily).
problem, rather than discovery, oriented.
Theoretical astrophysicists have often been minima_iy
involved in the planning of past space experiments.
Similarly, theoretical studies that specifically address
how best to utilize future space data have been rare. Az
a result, the level cf mutual , -oness on the part of both
theorists an,; observers is low. Theorists often fail to
recognize the relevence of forthcoming space observations
to their research. Experimentalists often are unaware of
recent theoretical advances in understanding the phenomena
tney study. In the past, the low leveL of theoretical in-
volvement aid not seriously compromise the quality of sci-
entific results obtained from space missions. Each new
we.velength range studied led to new and unexpect^d dis-
coveries. Such a strategy was acceptable, ana perhaps even
healthy, in the early exploratory stage of observations.
However, this approach has obvious limitations that
leave already be gin felt in many areas. As we enter an era
of problem-or~.ented observations of phenomena at all wave-
lengths, olj< -vational strategies that are based on the
joint consensus of both theorists and obser-ers must be
evolved. Such strategies will oalance what is technically
feasible with what is most useful in gaining a Bleeper
understanding of the cosmos.
The above lack of comnur,ication is due at least in part
to the fact that theoretical astrophysics has been funded
almost exclusively by the National Scieoce Foundation, an
agency that has no direct responsibility for space mi3-
sions. It is also due in part to the fact that 14ASA has
not been active in enccuraging broadly based theoretical
discussions of its mission goals and their results.
Incr.ased theoretical involvement and act?.vi*_y are also
needed to assure that the unique and rich d-ta derived from
future space missions are utilizes fully. Carrently, .he
num-er of theorists doing relevent calculations and model
building is small, and their level of sipport is low. As
a result, our ability to und e rstand astronomical ph-nomdna
and to make sense of data from space missi r s is lagging
seriously r,ehind the rate at which new data are gathered.
Ih order tr strengthen a resource that is critical to
the proper utilization of future space-astronomy missions
3
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.+e recommend that NASA establish an independent research
progrart to support talented theorists in astrophysics whose
research interests include areas where space-derived data
do or will exist. NASA should take a long-range view of
the resulting research and judge it on the quality of its
contributions to new understanding and utilization of space
astronomy. Long-term investigations of particular phenom-
ena of interest to space observations should ba cmphasizea.
TI.is program might be used to support (1) theoretical
atudies by qualified individuals whose research interacts
with planned or existing space missions, (2) block grants
to theor-ti:al groups, (3) the establishment of theoretical
groups at institutions where major observational programs
(especially in space) are being carried out, (4) travel
grants to facilitate theoretical participation in mission
planning and instrument design, and (5) workShops to evolve
space missi.;n objectives and disseminate the results of
space observations.
While recognizing that meaningful and important theo-
retical input has peen sought in the planning of past
spaceflignts, we recommend an increased participation of
theorists in the planning and design of future space mis-
sions. This should occur through several means, lacluding
(1) increased membership of theorists on committees and
panels charged with defining s pace-science strategies and
mission planning, (2) more theorist s as guest ano co-inves-
tigators on space experiments (although not necessarily
deriving major, continuing, research funding from such in-
vest 4 aatorships), (3) NASA- sponsored workshops on mission
characteristics and goals that involve the participation of
the gentral theoretical community before the mission has
been defined, and (4) inclusior of theoretical analysis and
theorists as a major Limponent of institutions such as the
Space Tele'cope Institute, which will be centers for re-
ceiving incomino space data ana for its archival stora5e.
PLANETARY SCIENCES
In Chapter 5, we gave examples .:!: a increased theoretical
research is needed to carry forwa.c. our understanding of
the solar system and to provide the basis for future mis-
sion_ and observations. It is important also to realize
that much research must precece definition of these mis-
sions beyond the initial exploratior stage. Only in this
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way can we ensure that spacecraft investigations will be
targeted to address the most significant scientific
questions.
Currently, basic theoretical research that is not con-
nected with a specific mission is sup?orted by several in-
divieual program offices within NASA. In the subject of
planetary atmospheres some 35 percent of the papers at a
recer.t Principal in ,lestigators conference were theoretical
in nature, and for planetary geophysics and geochemistry
31 =-ercent of a recent work report dealt with thcory. In
other areas, including lunar sample analysis, meteorite
planetary geology, and planetary astronomv. thF_
:action of theoretical effort is much lower. About 16
i.._cent of the research and analysis funds in planetary
sciences has been going for theoretical research. Thus
this theoretical effort is weaker than the other areas :)f
zupport, which include experiment, observation, and data
organization and analysis.
As a consequence, important problems ar e recaivina
little or no attention because too few scientists are
working in these fields; the overall NASA mission of under-
standina in a fundamental way the nature of the solar sys-
tem and ultimately its origin and evolution will thereby
be delayed. Theorists should be attracted from other rele-
vant fields and young scientists given some promise of jot,
stability so they will be inclined to enter the field.
This i5 needed in order for NASA to realize the goals
stated in its charter. The uninterrupted involvement and
commitment of theorists must be maintained by sustained
support. Otherwise, many of the best scientists will turn
to other more reliable sources of support in other dis-
ciplines. The lacK of career stability has produced an
erosion of graduate student enrollment -- both in quantity
and quality. There is a danger that :he com petent active
and experienced core of theoretical planetary scientists
will erode to the point where it cannot support the con-
tinuing NASA planetary proaram.
in some areas, the experimental data are limited and
increased support for theoretical invest.igaticns should be
accompanied by a simultaneous effort tc improve the knowl-
edge of values and relationships of physical parameters and
material prope rties needed for modeling. In many cases the
aata requir•_d are detailed laboratory measurements. Theo-
rise attempting to model olanetary interiors, for exs nle,
are currently limited by the available laboratory and
1
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observational data. This unsatisfactory situation can be
II`	 Overcome cry a balanced program is which new theoretical
efforts are initiated in conjunction with expanded labora-
tory effort ►: to develop the appropriate data. Some of
these data, such as the behavior of planetary materials at
high pressures, are becoming avcilable because of improved
experimental techniqueE, and it is essential that such pro-
grams receive adequate support.
Existing support for basic theoretical investigations
in planetary science is insufficient, Loth to estaciish and
1	 to maintain the increase in basic knowledge needed for
;lanetary missio,, planning and to attack witn vigor many
of the areas in which important advances in understanding
can be made. There is a need for greater diversity of
theoretical effort that is not dic--c ly tied to current or
planned missions but that is aimed It increasing our under-
standing of important solar-s y=:.t° processes through basic,
generalized research.
A necessary response to these needs is '-tie infusion of
additional theorists into planetary science, since the
present number is too sma.l to make tLe required impact on
many outstanding problems. An environment of sustained
support must be created in which young theorists find this
field attractive and see a future in the form of career
opportunity and stability.
Part of the difficulty with career opportunities in
planetary sciences is that this multidiscipline is seldom
included within the departmental Structures of the univ-
ersities, and career academic positions in planetary sci-
ences are scarce. Theorists working in the areas of plan-
etary sciences are therefore frequently required to work
in a nonacademic environment or to work in one of the dis-
ciplinary academic departments that contribute to multi-
disciplinary research in planetary sciences. We recommend
that NASA provide stable, long-term funding for new
planetary-science theorists in related university depart-
ments, in NASA centers, and possibl y in other
organizations,
COMPUTING
It is imE^rtant that ;.hc general support for theorists
recommended here should include funding for their computing
needs. Beceuse of the extensive use of numerical simula-
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tion, these computing needs are greater in the space sci-
ences than in many other areas of science. The support
should include provision of computing systems to groups of
theorists ranging from small systems to large minicomputers
with attached array processors, where these systems woula
provide cost-effective alternatives to the outside purchase
of computing services. Other possibly cost-effective
alternatives involve the provision of computing on large
NASA mainframes, including the proposed Numerical
Ae rodynamic Simulator.
FLIGHT MISSIONS
Since 1970, theorists have played increasingly active and
important roles in flight missions, especially those that
benefit from an interdisciplinary approach. These roles
include the interdisciplinary scientist, the co-investiga-
tor, and the guest investigator. This trend is valuable
and is to be encouraged. Steps should be taken, however,
to assure adequate funding of theorists on flight missions
with a high enough priority so that their funding is not
unduly cut in financial emergencies. Such cuts have become
a serious problem recently. If funding through a project
office cannot meet tnis recommendation, other arrangements
should be considered. A possible model is the recent
practice of budgeting data-analysis funds as an item
distinct from the support of individual missions.
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